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Preface 
 
In EDUC411/412 this term, we have studied theory and best practices related to literacy in the content areas. You 
learned how to design effective instruction strategies to address specific student literacy needs and enhance 
student reading comprehension. You offered presentations on specific literacy strategies for making reading 
purposeful and meaningful to all students.  Now that the term is done, I hope you feel confident that you have 
myriad strategies, handouts, and resources to use when you have your own classroom of reading challenges. I 
hope you are convinced that you know how to TEACH literacy skills in your content area in ways that are: 
 
Transparent 
Explicit 
Authentic 
Connected to prior knowledge and skill, and address 
How people read effectively and why these strategies work. 
 
This Tackle Box strategy book was researched and written by you and your classmates. Like a tackle box, it is full of 
lures, hooks and bait to help you reel in your students, as they work with any text in your classroom. There are 
many strategies because different schools of fish require different lures or bait.  Some days you will need to recast 
your line multiple times or move your boat closer to the riverbank to fish in different water. I hope you will find 
this tackle box of strategies useful gear for your teaching adventure.  
 
Katie Hanson 
EDUC412-01, EDUC412-02, EDUC411-01 
Fall 2012 
 
 
 
 
3-2-1 Literacy Strategy 
Alexandra Coon  
What is 3-2-1? 
The 3-2-1 is a summarization literacy strategy that affords the student an opportunity to review key ideas and 
concepts. Upon their reviewing, students must construct a summary. This summary is a demonstration of their 
comprehension of the material as well as cognitive ability when dealing with the teacher-designated concept.  
Why should I use 3-2-1? 
A 3-2-1 summary is an extremely versatile tool for the teacher to use in the classroom. 3-2-1 summaries are a 
fantastic way to get students thinking and/or reviewing material in an engaging, self-directed format. Moreover, 3-
2-1 summaries are a straightforward and easily manipulated strategy to differentiate in the classroom.  
How do I use 3-2-1? 
3-2-1 summaries can be in any form a teacher desires. As Wormeli discusses, for written versions of a 3-2-1 
summary, students write 3, 2, and 1 on a sheet of paper and respond to a prompt in the given space. For example, a 
teacher might pose a 3-2-1 summary as such: Summarize the chapter in 3 separate sentences, Identify 2 significant 
lessons you learned from the chapter, and Write 1 question you still have regarding the information from the 
chapter.  
 
3-2-1 summaries can also be in an oral format and artistic format as well. For example, a teacher might ask students 
to pair-share 3 character traits of a specified character, provide 2 examples from the text that support their 
previously identified character traits, and pretend to ask that character 1 question they have regarding the text.  
When do I use the 3-2-1 strategy?  
Before the Lesson: 3-2-1 summary serves as a pre-exposure activity (pre-reading strategy).  
After the Lesson: 3-2-1 summary serves as an informal assessment of student’s comprehension of the material 
learned.    
Where can I find more information on 3-2-1? 
Wormeli Chapter 3, page 39-40 
 
 
  
 
Name:__________________________________________________ Date: ______________________________________ 
3-2-1: To Kill A Mockingbird Film  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Write three lessons you learned from the film.  3 
Write two discrepancies you found between the 
film-version and book-version of the story. 2 
Write one question you still have about the 
story.  
1 
TEACHER SIDE  Jenna Nelson 
Sources: 
o Jones, Raymond C., Dr. "ReadingQuest Strategies | 3 - 2 - 1." ReadingQuest Strategies 
| 3 - 2 - 1. Raymond Jones, 26 Aug. 2012. Web. 21 Oct. 2012. 
<http://www.readingquest.org/strat/321.html>. 
 
What?
o 3-2-1 is a reading strategy where after reading a piece of text, student 
highlight key pieces of information in the text that you as the teacher 
guide them to see.  
 
How? 
o You can vary what pieces of information they write down to fit your 
certain subject.  For example have them write down key ideas, 
similarities, differences, causes, effects, or sample test questions.  
o Have student read a piece of text, article, book, etc.  Do not make the text 
so long that the student will have difficulty picking just 3, 2, or 1 thing to 
write down.  
o After the students read, ask them to write down on a half sheet of paper 
or on a chart like the one on the student side, 3 things they learned, 2 
things that grabbed their attention, and 1 question they still have after 
reading. Like I stated above, this is not the only way to complete this 
activity. 
 
Why? 
o Summarize key ideas 
o Identify common misunderstandings or questions among students 
o Creates student based discussion that get student more involved in the 
discussion of the reading 
o Helps students focus on the key components in an organized format. 
o This activity is very adaptable to any piece of text your students are 
reading 
 
When? 
o After 
o Summarizes information 
o Direct students’ focus 
o Create discussion points 
STUDENT SIDE  Jenna Nelson 
Name:      Date:    Period:   
 
Directions: Please put your name on your paper.  After reading the provided article about 
Sir Isaac Newton, please complete the following 3-2-1 reading chart.  In the top box, you are 
going to record 3 pieces of information that you learned.  In the middle box, you are going 
to record 2 pieces of information that grabbed your attention.  Finally, in the last box, you 
are going to record 1 question that you still have after reading the article.  If you have more 
than one question you may write them in the box as well. 
 
 
 Things I Learned 
 Things I Grabbed Your Attention 
 Question That I Still Have 
 
 
 
  Sara Fitzgerald 
Academic Journals 
 What the strategy is: 
o Academic journals are places where students can record their 
thoughts about what they are learning and reading, their 
questions, and their connections they have made in a variety of 
ways (ie. sentences, bullets, pictures) depending on the teacher’s 
preference. 
o They are a productive and informal response to reading. 
o They can also be prompts for class discussion and a way to “stretch” students’ 
minds. 
 How to do the strategy: 
o Teachers should explain what an academic journal is and the many 
types, such as learning logs, notes and quotes, 3-column organizer, 
response journals, double-entry journals.  
o Teachers should also model how to write in a journal using different ways to 
express their thoughts and feelings. 
o Teachers should provide prompts for students to use, depending on the type of 
journal. 
o There should be NO JUDGEMENTS made by the teacher so that more students 
feel comfortable expressing their actual thoughts in their journals. 
o Teachers should check their journals to gain an idea of where the students are in 
terms of the material.  
 Why to do the strategy: 
o Academic journals will allow students and the teacher to have 
permanent records of the students’ thoughts and feelings. 
o Students’ problems and concerns can be revealed about the subject. 
o It has been shown to improve engagement, comprehension, and 
cognitive capacity. 
o Students can create ideas and keep records of them, explore their own lives and 
concerns with what they are learning and reading, and make connections with 
what they are learning and reading with prior knowledge and their own life.  
o This strategy allows quiet students and struggling readers and writers to express 
their thoughts and feelings to the teacher in way that they may feel comfortable 
with. 
 When to do the strategy: 
o Before: Students’ can activate their minds, recall prior knowledge, 
and make predictions. 
o During: Provides a place for students’ to keep their notes, questions, and 
connections throughout the reading or lesson. 
o After: Brings to attention confusion students may have and gives students a 
student a place to summarize what they just read or learned. 
 
Sources: 
Burke, Jim. “Keep a Journal”. Reading Reminders. Boynton Cook Publishers, 2011. 210-212. Print. 
Vacca, Richard T., Jo Anne L. Vacca, and Maryann E. Mraz. "Writing Across the Curriculum." Content Area Reading:  
Literacy and Learning across the Curriculum. Boston: Pearson, 2011. 293-306. Print. 
Name _____________________________  Period ____________ Date ___________ 
 
Geometry Journal #1 
 
 
[Leonardo Da Vinci’s Journal (http://www.brysonmoore.com/what-leonardo-da-vinci-can-teach-us-about-media/)] 
 
Directions: Describe your mathematical experience(s) you have had including your 
thoughts, reactions, and feelings that you had during the experience(s). You can write in 
complete sentences, use bullets, draw pictures, or any other written expression.  
Here are some ideas to write about:  
 
 Most positive mathematical experience 
  Mathematical background (ie. classes) 
  How does math make you feel 
 
  What would you do as a math teacher 
  If you dislike math, why and when did 
you start 
  Why you are taking geometry 
 
Mitchell Carter
Annotating Text
Annotating text is an great way for both students and instructors to see what is happening in the 
student’s head during the reading process. Annotations can be anything from underlining or highlighting 
important words or phrases to writing thoughts, reactions, questions, and concerns about what is going 
on in the text.
In terms of B-D-A reading strategies, text annotation activities are most 
effective during and after reading. Annotating text is, as you might 
guess, going to be done during the reading process. Students will think 
about and interact with the text as they read and come up with thoughts 
or ideas worth recording. After reading, students may review their 
annotations to check what concerns have been addressed see what other 
ideas may come up after completing the reading.
       How is annotating text useful for...
students?
Annotating text gives students 
the opportunity to respond to 
the text and practice 
articulating their ideas as they 
read. They can also use it after 
reading to go back and see if 
any of their thoughts or 
questions were addressed later 
on, and also to review what 
happened earlier in the reading. 
teachers?
For instructors, annotations can be a 
gauge of student interaction with the 
text. It can guide discussions as 
students share annotations made while 
reading. If a student is not active 
during reading, the instructor try to 
think of ways to engage that particular 
student. If textual interaction is 
limited, the instructor may consider 
teaching the book differently, using 
different scaffolding techniques, or 
abandoning the text altogether in order 
to produce more reactive students.
More questions?
Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning 
Across the Curriculum, Tenth Ed., Vacca, 
Vacca, Mraz, p. 342-43
Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and 
Techniques, Burke, p. 213-15
Possible text 
annotation activities
• Have students come up 
to the board/overhead/
etc. and practice 
annotating text as a 
class. This gives 
students a model of 
how to annotate.
• Have students read 
each other’s 
annotations and 
respond to thoughts. 
They might end up 
having similar thoughts 
or contrasting 
viewpoints to spark 
discussion.
• Have students annotate 
a selection of reading, 
then pass the sheet to a 
partner or group 
member who will then 
respond to the 
annotations. Add as 
many responders as 
you’d like.
Name:_____________________________________________!   Period:_______    Date:_________
Why Annotate Text?
Annotating text while you read is a powerful outlet for you to record your thoughts and address your 
concerns as you read. This strategy is effective in all types of literature you might approach: textbooks, 
novels, research papers, journal articles, music, art, and more. By annotating readings and other media, 
you are solidifying key ideas and demonstrating an understanding of how and why the author 
constructed the text in the way they did. 
During annotation, you’re interacting with the text on an entirely new level. Think of it as a 
conversation with the text - what do you have to say to the author? What do you think of the argument 
being presented? Do you have any questions about the author’s information or intent? By asking these 
questions and beginning to approach them, you have a more intimate understanding of the 
information on the page as well as important critical thoughts about the text.
How to Annotate Text
There are countless ways to go about annotating text. In the end, whatever strategy is most useful for 
you is the best way to annotate. After all, this strategy is designed to help you organize your own ideas. 
The annotation symbols presented here are merely suggestions from which you can develop your own 
system that accurately records your thoughts as you read. Some ideas that may be useful are:
• Underlining or highlighting key ideas, important passages, or thesis statements
• Circling   confusing or new vocabulary words
• Marking arrows to connect major ideas to evidence or other ideas
• Putting a question mark next to confusing or questionable information
• Putting an exclamation point next to particularly interesting or striking information
In addition to these text markings, jot down any ideas, questions, responses, or musings you may have 
about the text in the margins.
Try it!
Thinking about the concepts and strategies discussed here, try annotating this page. Point out key 
ideas, confusing thoughts, unfamiliar words, or anything else you would like. Respond to the text as 
you see appropriate. Be prepared to share your annotations with the class explaining a) how you 
annotated and b) why you marked what you did.
     Annotated Notes                      Jamie Lawrence 
Richard T. & Jo Anne L. Vacca Content Area Reading, P. 342-346 
Jim Burke Reading Reminders, P. 213-215 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY? 
 Improve students 
understanding of the text 
structure. 
 To help students identify and 
analyze important concepts. 
 Provides a means of analyzing 
ideas within a text and 
deriving the meaning.  
 Helps students identify 
different components within 
a single text. 
 Allows them to communicate 
their understanding of the 
concepts learned.  
 Analytically approach texts by 
looking for structures and 
patterns that are used to 
convey information. 
 Helps the student visualize 
what they read and makes it 
hard for them to just skim 
without focusing on 
important aspects and 
concepts. 
 Provide a framework to 
support student’s 
understanding of concepts 
presented in a text.   
WHAT? 
“Having students annotate or otherwise mark 
up texts is one of the most powerful ways of 
turning them into active readers” 
- Burke (213) 
“The best benefit of annotation, however, is 
that because students are focusing closely on 
the structure and content of the text, they 
become more active and engaged readers.” 
    - Zywica & Gomez (156) 
HOW do I use this strategy? 
Annotated notes is a structured way to “mark up” 
texts so it is more manageable.  Annotation includes 
highlight important information like main ideas, 
supporting ideas (evidence), key content vocabulary 
words, definitions, and transitions within the text, 
and the like.   
“By using approaches 
like annotation, students 
learn to read more 
effectively and will learn 
content area topics more 
deeply.” 
- Zywica & Gomez (155) 
It is important that teachers explain and 
model the use of annotations and annotation 
symbols/indicators before students use this 
strategy.   
o Give students a passage, a textbook 
reading, a piece of literature, and 
article, etc.   
From here there are many different      
annotation options… 
 
Coding the text:  Students 
develop (or are given) a set of 
coded symbols to use 
throughout the text.  Page 343 
in Vacca. 
Use of sticky notes and 
highlighters to mark key 
concepts or ideas and to make 
notes while reading. 
Dialectical Journals: Students 
record a quote, phrase, or word 
with a page number in the first 
column, and in the second 
column they record their 
reactions or interpretations. 
Save the Last Word for me: 
Page 136-137 in Wormeli 
Summarization in Any Subject 
T-Notes/T-Chart: Page 343-344 
in Vacca and page 164-165 in 
Wormeli 
T-List: Cornell Note-taking: 
Page 343-345 in Vacca and 
page 166 in Wormeli 
Other Variations: 
Groupings: 
- Work in small groups or pairs to 
deliberate about correct identification 
of elements such as main idea and 
supporting evidence.  
- Collaborative annotation:  Read and 
annotate personal copy then pass it 
along to another member of their group 
or class who rereads the text and adds 
their own remarks, observations, 
questions, etc.  
- Individually 
Various Content Areas: 
- This is a note taking strategy so it is 
good and easy to use in every content 
area.  Especially good when reading a 
chapter from a textbook because it 
engages students in the reading and can 
also be used as a study guide for the 
future 
- Math: Read a section from the text 
book and create a T-Chart covering the 
vocab and equations within the chapter. 
- History/Political Science:  Page 344 in 
Vacca.  “Systems of Government”. 
Could also provide an article about a 
current event and have the students use 
post-it notes to write reactions. 
 
WHEN do I use this 
strategy? 
- DURING reading:  As students 
read they mark up the text to help 
them identify key elements of the 
text. 
- AFTER reading:  In order to 
reflect on the reading.  
Additional Sources: 
“Common Core Teaching and Learning 
Strategies” 
 http://www.isbe.net/common_core/pdf/ela-teach-strat-6- 
strat-6-12.pdf 
“Beyond the Yellow Highlighter: Teaching Annotation Skills to 
Improve Reading Comprehension” by Carol Porter-O’Donnell 
Name _____________________________________          Period ________ Date _____________ 
 
 
“EARLY AUTUMN” Assignment 
 
 
Directions:   
Step 1:  To help in our discussion in determining the literary theme of a work, read the short story “Early Autumn”  
by Langston Hughes.  While reading, annotate (mark up) the story by using the following colors as indicators: 
RED: Personal reactions to the text. (Predictions, places that caused an emotion/reaction, etc.) 
GREEN: Questions you have while reading the text.  
PURPLE: Major plot points. (Important happenings within the story) 
BLUE: Indications of a major theme.  
**Be sure to look out for a theme while reading this story** 
Step 2: Use the annotation strategy of T-List Cornell Note-Taking provided below to comment on what you  
consider to be a main theme of the story.  The chart will help you answer the following questions:   
What is the main meaning of this story?  Why did Hughes write this story?   
What comment is Hughes making about society and why is reading this beneficial to us?  What textual  
evidence can be found to support this theme?  Fill out the chart below and be prepared to share your  
theme and support with the class! 
Step 3:  As a group come together and compare your annotations and T-List.   
 
T-List: Cornell Note-Taking: 
Theme:    
 Textual Evidence of Theme: 
  
HOW does Evidence Support Theme: 
Personal Comments and Understanding of the Theme: 
  
Variations 
 Have every student read the same online article, instead of assigning 
different students to different articles. Then, the students and teacher can 
discuss the article as a whole and the results discovered by the students. 
 Assign some students to read unreliable (bogus) sites and other students 
to read reliable sites (Assessing Web Credibility). 
 Instead of having students formulate a paragraph or illustration 
regarding the credibility of a website, the teacher can simply go from 
student to student and ask them to give a rating of the website from 0 to 
5 (Assessing Web Credibility).   
 This strategy can be applied to any content area. For example, in Math, 
the students can be assigned to different websites related to certain 
topics, such as the inventor of math, the discovery of the Pythagorean 
Theorem, and the creation of the calculator. The students can then join 
groups with students who have the same topic as them and formulate a 
statement or illustration about whether or not the guidelines of a credible 
website were fulfilled.  
 For ELL students, there are a multitude of variations that can be 
provided. These students can be offered an article written in very basic 
English. If they understand this article, they can work together and share 
with the class if the guidelines were met. If these students still struggle 
with this, the teacher or aid can work with them on an article. If ELL 
students do not need any help, then they can work in groups with the 
rest of the class. 
Danilo Bruno 
Credibility of a Website 
Reading the Internet by J. Burke, pg. 18-26; The Internet Reader by J. Burke, pg. 38-42 
k What is this strategy? 
       Determining the credibility of a website 
is a literacy strategy implemented to help 
students decide whether or not a website is 
valid, contains aesthetic or literary quality, is 
accurate, and has authenticity (Illuminating 
Texts 21). To go along with these qualities of 
a website, evaluating the credibility of a 
website is also determined based upon the 
guidelines listed by Burke in Chapter 2 of his 
text, Illuminating Texts (25-26).  
How do I use this strategy in the classroom? 
      In order to successfully implement this literacy strategy, students must first 
understand the terminology and guidelines that accompany how to determine the 
credibility of a website. Students can then individually or in groups fill out a B-D-A chart 
with any questions they have related to the website. Students can also checkmark the 
guidelines for a credible website as they read the online article. In order for the teacher to 
know that students understood the material, the students can then be divided into groups 
and develop either a visual or written description of the conclusions drawn related to the 
website and whether or not the online article was indeed credible. 
When- the B-D-A process for this strategy? 
 Students make predictions before reading the online 
article to think critically about what is to come in the 
text. A good way for the students to perform this 
task is by looking at the article title and predicting 
/questioning what is to come (The Internet Reader 
38). Also, students can examine the ending of the 
URL of the website (.com, .org, .edu, etc.) to predict 
what is to come on the website (Criteria to Evaluate 
the Credibility of WWW Resources).  
 During reading, students ask questions, formulate 
thoughts, and determine internally and in written 
form whether or not the article sufficiently follows 
the guidelines for and qualities of a credible website. 
During this stage, students will be able to determine 
if their predictions were accurate or not.   
 After reading, students can perform a variety of 
activities (i.e. group presentation) to let the class 
and teacher know if the content of the article was 
credible or not. The students must use evidence in 
this stage to back up their analysis. 
Why do I use this strategy? 
     Analyzing and evaluating the credibility of a website is a useful tool 
for students in all different content areas because it allows them to think 
critically about online material instead of simply browsing from website 
to website without knowing what to look for (The Internet Reader 40). 
This strategy will allow the students to focus on a variety of specific 
guidelines to determine whether or not the website/online article is indeed 
valid and useful. This strategy also helps students understand the 
importance of critical thinking in general. All students can carry these 
skills into reading textbooks, novels, newspapers, and other types of text. 
Additional Sources 
“Assessing Web Site Credibility.” LearnAlberta.ca. 
Alberta Education, 2010. Web. 21 Sept. 2012. 
Montecino, Virginia. “Helpful Hints to Help you 
Evaluate the Credibility of WebResources.” N.p., Aug. 
1998. Web. 21 Sept. 2012. 
   Name:                                             Date:  Period:  
B-D-A Chart- The Internet: A New and Interesting Way to Browse the Web  
Directions: Today, each of you will read an online article related to a Spanish-speaking country 
and individually fill out this B-D-A chart. In this chart, you will write any 
questions/thoughts/reflections you have related to the article or the topic before, during, and after 
reading on this chart. While these articles are not written in Spanish, I think as part of a Spanish 
class, it is important for you to understand the culture and history surrounding Spanish-speaking 
countries.  
 
 
 
 
Name of Internet Website/Article/Blog /Etc.: 
Before Reading During Reading After Reading 
   
Sara Fitzgerald 
Camp Songs 
 
 What the strategy is: 
o Camp songs are mnemonic devices that help one to 
remember a long list of things. 
o They are also a summarization technique to help students grasp the 
content better. 
 
 How to do the strategy: 
o Select and teach students a camp song. 
o Have the students memorize the tune. 
o Have them change the lyrics to the tune to reflect the content they 
are learning. 
o Do a think-aloud demonstration. 
o You can help the students by providing a few verses you wrote 
yourself. 
o Have students work as a whole-class or small-group. 
o Have students present their final product focusing on the content. 
o Other variations: 
 Poetry 
 Rap 
 Blues 
 Dr. Seuss  
 Anything with a good rhythm 
 
 Why to do the strategy: 
o It allows the students to summarize the content and memorize a long 
list of things 
o Students are able to be creative and have fun all while reinforcing 
the content. 
o When creating new lyrics to the camp songs, students gain more 
experience working with others, thus strengthening their 
communication skills. 
 
 When to do the strategy: 
o After: Camp songs help the students learn and remember the content, 
because they have to develop a fun and creative way to summarize 
the content.  
 
Works Cited 
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization In Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning. Virgina: ASCD, 2005.  
Print. 
Name _______________ Period ______ Date __________ 
 
Camp Songs 
 
Directions: Using the tune of “I’ve Been Working on the 
Railroad,” create new lyrics to this camp song to be about 
operation preserving. The lyrics to “I’ve Been Working on the Railroad” are provided in the 
left column. In the right column, I want you to write the new lyrics to the song going along 
with each line of the camp song. I already wrote the first verse to help you get started. 
 
“I’ve Been Working on the 
Railroad.” 
I've been working on the railroad 
All the livelong day 
I've been working on the railroad 
Just to pass the time away 
 
Can't you hear the whistle blowing 
Rise up so early in the morn 
Can't you hear the captain shouting 
Dinah, blow your horn 
 
Dinah, won't you blow 
Dinah, won't you blow 
Dinah, won't you blow your horn 
Dinah, won't you blow 
Dinah, won't you blow 
Dinah, won't you blow your horn 
 
Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah 
Someone's in the kitchen I know 
Someone's in the kitchen with Dinah 
Strumming on the old banjo, and 
singing 
 
Fie, fi, fiddly i o 
Fie, fi, fiddly i o 
Fie, fi, fiddly i o 
Strumming on the old banjo 
“Operation Preserving.” 
 
Operation Preserving 
All the livelong day 
Operation Preserving 
So I can solve the equation right 
 
 
  
Derek Schneeman  
Wormeli p. 78-80 
 
Camp Songs: Teacher Side 
 
Why use Camp Songs in the 
classroom? 
 
 Camp songs can be used as a fun 
and helpful mnemonic strategy 
for students to summarize and 
remember important content 
material. 
What are Camp Songs? 
 
 Camp songs, such as ‘head, 
shoulder, knees, and toes’ and 
‘little bunny foo foo,” are catchy, 
well-known tunes that students 
will be familiar with and can use 
as strategies to help them 
remember important key terms 
and concepts discussed in class. 
When should this strategy be used? 
 
 Before Reading- Introducing 
students to new key terms and 
concepts as a camp song before 
they read the text can be a fun way 
for students to activate their prior 
knowledge and prepare for what 
they are going to learn about. 
 After Reading- Camp songs can be 
used as a mnemonic device that 
students can use to help them 
remember content material after 
reading the text. 
 
 
 
 
How Do I implement this 
strategy effectively? 
 
 Have students memorize 
the tune of a well-known 
camp song. Once the 
students have memorized 
the tune, break them up 
into groups of 3-4 and 
have them change the 
lyrics of the song to fit the 
content material in class. 
Then, when each group 
has written their own 
lyrics, have the students 
present their songs to the 
class, and have the 
students provide feedback 
for each group’s lyrics. 
 
 
  
Name:_____________________ 
 
Date:___________________ 
 
Period:_____ 
 
Camp Song Activity 
Directions: Use the lyrics attached from camp songs “Little Bunny Foo Foo” and “Head, 
Shoulders, Knees, and Toes” to come up with your own lyrics using the key terms from 
Chapter 16 Section 2. Write your song in the space provided below 
 
 
  
Little Bunny Foo Foo Lyrics 
 
Little Bunny Foo Foo, 
Hopping through the forest 
Scooping up the field mice 
And boppin' 'em on the head 
 
Down came the good fairy and she said 
 
"Little Bunny Foo Foo, 
I don't want to see you 
Scooping up the field mice 
And boppin' 'em on the head. 
I'll give you three chances, 
And if you don't behave 
I'll turn you into a goon!" 
 
Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes Lyrics 
 
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, 
Knees and toes. 
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, 
Knees and toes. 
And eyes, and ears, and mouth, 
And nose.  
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, 
Knees and toes. 
 
 
 
Sheila Ahuja 
 
 
 
 
  
What is Chunk the Text? 
Chunking the text involves breaking 
up a difficult text into smaller, 
meaningful chunks that are less 
overwhelming for students. 
 
How Do You Teach the Chunk the Text 
Strategy? 
1. Decide what your chunks are going to be 
(i.e. phrases, sentences, paragraphs). You 
may also want to prepare a graphic 
organizer for your students to take notes 
about each chunk 
2. Model the strategy and guide your students 
through an example with a text that similar 
to what they will be reading 
3. Have students each chunk in their own 
words (this is where a graphic organizer 
might come in handy). Depending on the 
length of the chunks, students should 
paraphrase or summarize. When you are 
done, students will have paraphrases or 
summarized the whole text. 
4. Ask students to evaluate why they chose to 
break up the text in the way that they did 
When Should I Use This Strategy? 
You can have the students use this 
strategy while they read, particularly if 
you have already chunked it for them. 
Chunking the Text can also be done 
after reading if you are having your 
students chunk it. If your students are 
the ones deciding where the text is 
going to be chunked, they need to have 
a knowledge of the text already so that 
they can know what to expect.  
Why Should I Use the Chunk the Text Strategy? 
Chunking a difficult text makes it less 
overwhelming for the students. With especially 
difficult texts, students can even break down a 
sentence into phrases; understanding the parts by 
themselves first makes it easier to understand the 
whole text just as you must understand most of the 
words in a sentence to understand the meaning of the 
sentence itself. 
After students have learned how to use this 
strategy, it also provides students with more 
independence since they can read a difficult text 
easier by breaking it up into smaller chunks. 
 
Possible Variations on Chunk the 
Text: 
 Math – Students can chunk the 
text of a word problem to better 
see the different pieces of 
necessary data 
 History – Students can chunk 
the text of a famous speech or 
written work to better 
understand what the speaker 
was saying 
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000. Print.  
"Chunking." Facing History and Ourselves. N.p., 2012. Web. 18 Oct. 2012. 
<http://www.facing.org/resources/strategies/chunking>. 
Burke pp. 230-232 
  
 
Name: ___________________________________ Date: ___________________ Period: ______  
 
 
 
 
 
 Chunked Text Summary 
1 In the capital of one of the large 
and rich provinces of the 
kingdom… which consisted of a 
wife and son. 
 
2 His son, who was called 
Aladdin… playing in the streets 
with idle children of his own age. 
 
3 When he was old enough to learn a 
trade… were capable of fixing his 
lively genius. 
 
4 All his father’s endeavors… of 
which he died in a few months. 
 
5 The mother, finding that her son… 
thought to maintain herself and her 
son. 
 
6 Aladdin, who was now… was 
never out of the streets from his 
companions. 
 
Directions: We will read an excerpt from “The Story of Aladdin; or, The Wonderful 
Lamp” found in The Arabian Nights as a class. Because this is the first time that we 
will use the Chunk the Text strategy, I have chunked it for you. After we finish 
reading each chunk, write a one sentence summary of what happened in that chunk 
on the right side of the table. 
“The Story of Aladdin;” or, “The Wonderful Lamp” Chunked: 
 
 [Chunk 1:] In the capital of one of the large and rich provinces of the kingdom of China 
there lived a tailor, named Mustapha, who was so poor that he could hardly, by his daily labour, 
maintain himself and his family, which consisted of a wife and son. 
 [Chunk 2:] His son, who was called Aladdin, had been brought up in a very careless and 
idle manner, and by that means had contracted many vicious habits. He was obstinate, and 
disobedient to his father and mother, who, when he grew up, could not keep him within doors. 
He was in the habit of going out early in the morning, and would stay out all day, playing in the 
streets with idle children of his own age. 
 [Chunk 3:] When he was old enough to learn a trade, his father, not being able to put him 
out to any other, took him into his own shop, and taught him how to use his needle: but neither 
fair words nor the fear of chastisement were capable of fixing his lively genius. [Chunk 4:] All 
his father’s endeavors to keep him to his work were in vain; for no sooner was his back turned, 
than he was gone for that day. Mustapha chastised him, but Aladdin was incorrigible, and his 
father, to his great grief, was forced to abandon him to his idleness: and was so much troubled at 
not being able to reclaim him, that it threw him into a fit of sickness, of which he died in a few 
months. 
 [Chunk 5:] The mother, finding that her son would not follow his father’s business, shut 
up the shop, sold off the implements of trade, and with the money she received for them, and 
what she could get by spinning cotton, thought to maintain herself and her son. 
 [Chunk 6] Aladdin, who was now no longer restrained by the fear of a father, and who 
cared so little for his mother that whenever she chided him he would abuse her, gave himself 
entirely over to his idle habits, and was never out of the streets from his companions. 
 
Tommy Knowles 
Chunking the Text 
*What is this strategy?  
 The learning of information in sections at a time. Depending on the text the 
students are instructed to look at multiple areas of the text.  
 Teaches independent reading.  
*How to do this strategy: 
 Choose an appropriate text for the class. 
 Judging on the text (genre, length, structure, and type) determine what should 
be chunked together.  
o Information that can be chunked: 
 Paragraphs 
 Stanzas 
 Scenes 
 Sections 
 Chapters 
 Pages 
 Lines 
 Sentences 
 Problems 
 Introduce the nothing of chunking the text by using simple texts in different 
genres. 
 
*Why? 
 Chunking the text provides students the option to break the text into shorter, 
more manageable units.  
 Allows students to read more independently with while reinforcing text 
organization skills.  
 Increasing the opportunity to read and reflect upon the shorter amounts of text 
to read.  
*When to use this strategy: 
 Before: Students can break up reading task so the amount of reading is more 
manageable. 
 During: Allows students to read independently and reflect on the readings. 
Gives the students a game plan of reading through the text.  
 After: Gives the student something to reflect on and share in a class 
discussion.  
Sources 
www.radnortsd.schoolwires.com/cms/lib/PA010000218/Centricity/Domain/377/Chunking%20the%tex
t00001.pdf 
Burke , Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, 
NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000. 230-232. Print. 
 
 
 “I do not know what I may appear to the world; but to myself I seem to have been only like a boy playing on the 
seashore, and diverting myself in now and then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst 
the great ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me” –Sir Isaac Newton 
 
Name:     
Period:    
Date:     
 
Music Styles: baroque  
Directions: For each section of the chapter “from baroque to classical”, please 
answer the questions that correspond with the given section.  
 
The Sonata 
 How many instruments were sonatas generally written for? What was the 
favorite combination? 
 
 
 
Prelude 
 Where did the prelude originate? 
 
 
Toccata 
Describe the toccata, what is the origin? How does toccata fit with keyboard 
instruments? 
 
 
 
 
Passacaglia & Chaconne 
 Describe the similarities between a passacaglia and chaconne in baroque 
music? 
 
 
 
 
Overtures 
 Briefly explain a French and Italian overture.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Inventions and Sinfonias 
 What was the purpose for Bach’s inventions? 
 
 
By Allison Brown 
 
WHAT IS IT? A concept definition map allows students to organize important information 
about an important vocabulary word or phrase. This word is placed in the center of the map and 
the shapes branching off of this word are reserved for the properties of this word, the category in 
which it belongs, and examples of the concept. The map helps students to fill in conceptual 
information about a word that the surrounding context may not provide (Vacca 256). Students 
can use this strategy to show the “structure and interrelatedness” of the different words, phrases, 
and descriptions on the map (Reading Educator). 
 
HOW TO DO IT: 1. Explain to the students that a concept definition map helps them to 
organize information (this gives them a purpose for doing the strategy). Be sure to model the 
strategy well the first time it is introduced. 
2. Identify the most important words or concepts encountered in the reading. 
3. Place the important word/concept in the center of the map.  
4. In the “What is it?” space, place the general category that contains the main concept. 
5. In the comparison space(s), place other words/concepts that exist in the same general category 
as the main concept. 
6. In the properties spaces, explain some qualities of the main word/concept. 
7. In the illustrations boxes, give examples of the main word/concept (Reading Educator; Vacca 
256-57). 
 
WHY SHOULD I DO THIS? Students often need help with organizing information or filling in 
conceptual gaps. This activity helps them to see the important aspects of a concept or term and 
gives them a good framework for mapping concepts. 
 
WHEN SHOULD I DO THIS? Concept definition mapping could be used before reading to 
build and refresh students’ background knowledge about a topic. During reading, a concept 
definition map can help students to fill in information about an unfamiliar word that is important 
to the concept being studied. After reading, this strategy can be employed as a way to review the 
qualities and properties of an important word or concept. 
 
POSSIBLE VARIATIONS: This strategy can be used in any class in which students need to 
understand a complex concept that is vital to understanding a text or unit. The possibilities are 
nearly endless! 
 
SOURCE MATERIALS: 
http://www.readingeducator.com/strategies/concept.htm 
Vacca, Richard T. & Vacca, Jo Anne L. Content Area Reading. pp. 256-58. 
 Name:___________________________________________________ Date:________________ 
Directions: While reading the section about trees in the textbook, fill out the following concept 
definition map about coniferous trees. In the “category” space, identify the category in which 
coniferous trees exist and list any similar plants that exist in this category in the “comparisons” 
spaces. In the “properties” spaces, list some qualities of coniferous trees and describe what it is 
like. In the “illustrations” box, list some examples of coniferous trees. 
 
  
Category Comparisons 
Properties 
Illustrations 
  Context 
    Clues 
Mike Mertel 
 
 
What is it? Context clues is a strategy that helps to develop vocabulary 
and concepts. It involves using surrounding text to define a vocabulary 
term. 
How do I use it? There are several ways to teach context clues. The form I 
have provided is called a Cloze. It is a passage that contains missing 
words. The students fill in the missing words. Other forms include OPIN. 
This is the same as cloze except there is no “right word” for the blanks. (Ex: 
Charts and graphs are used to ________ information). This is good for 
students to discuss different words that could fit in the context. Another 
method is asking students to define vocabulary words in text without 
looking the word up. They are encouraged to use the surrounding text to 
make an educated guess about the meaning. 
When do I use it? This strategy is helpful before, during, and after reading. 
It could be a pre-reading activity; have students attempt to fill out the 
missing words, then correct them as they go. During reading students could 
define designated vocabulary using context clues. And after reading, 
students can review by completing an OPIN or Cloze passage. 
Why would I use it? Students will not always have a dictionary, or be able 
to use one (standardized tests!). We should teach them how to understand 
words by looking at the context in which it appears.  
Sources: http://www.literacyleader.com/?q=node/463 
 http://esl.about.com/od/readinglessonplans/a/l_readcontext.htm 
 http://faculty.weber.edu/fbutler/Cloze%20Passages.htm 
 
Name:_____________ 
Preamble to the Constitution 
Directions: Fill in the missing words of the Preamble using context clues to 
determine which word belongs where. 
 
We the ____________ of the United States, in order to form a more 
perfect ____________, establish ____________, insure domestic 
____________, provide for the common defense, promote the general 
____________, and secure the ____________ of ____________ to ourselves 
and our ____________, do ordain and establish this ____________ for 
the United States of ____________. 
 
Word Bank 
America Constitution 
Justice People 
Tranquility Welfare 
Liberty Posterity 
Blessings Union 
 
  
Chase Matzinger 
 
What 
The Discussion Web is an activity in 
which students practice forming their own 
interpretations of a text and thinking about 
thinking about controversial topics from 
multiple viewpoints (Vacca 211). This 
strategy follows an adapted think-pair-
share format that ensures all students 
contribute to the discussion (Education 
World). 
Why 
 Engages students in “all four areas of language arts: 
listening, speaking, reading, and writing” (Barton 160) 
 Prepares students to participate in discussion and ensures 
that everyone contributes 
 Guides students to critically think about issues from 
multiple perspectives (Education World) 
 Small group discussions allow more students to be 
active at once 
 The graphic organizer scaffolds learning by helping 
students order their ideas (Vacca 212) 
How 
The teacher first introduces the discussion web 
strategy and the text that it will be used with. During this, 
the teacher should present a decisive question raised by 
the text, which will be the focus of the discussion web 
and reading – examples include the interpretation of the 
text’s events, the ethics of a character’s actions, and the 
narrator’s attitude towards the story (Barton 160). 
Students then individually read and inventory support for 
both viewpoints. Afterwards, they pair up with partners 
and discuss their thoughts for five to ten minutes. The 
pairs then combine into groups of four for further 
discussion and to write a group conclusion to the 
question. This is followed by a whole class discussion in 
which each group’s conclusion is shared. After the whole 
class discussion, the teacher may ask students to 
independently write their own conclusions to the 
question (Vacca 213). 
 
When 
 The discussion web can be used before 
reading to have students inventory and 
discuss their thoughts or beliefs about a 
subject prior to reading. 
 It is also useful during reading as a 
graphic organizer to organize notes or 
evidence that students take while 
reading. 
 The discussion web can be used after 
reading to help students refine their 
understandings of the text and create 
interpretations of it. 
Additional Sources 
Barton, Mary L. Teaching Reading in the Content Areas. 2nd ed. Aurora: McREL, 1998. Print. 
"Webs (The Discussion Kind!) in the Classroom." Education World. Education World, Inc., 15 Nov. 
2011. Web. 20 Oct. 2012. 
Adaptations for Various Content Areas: 
 Social Studies – students can use the discussion web to outline the arguments that Lincoln and Douglas 
had for a topic addressed in their debates – “Lincoln” and “Douglas” would be written above the 
columns, with the topic of debate in the middle (Education World) 
 Science – before conducting an experiment, students can use the discussion web to evaluate two 
competing hypotheses. The web can continue to be filled out during the experiment, with a conclusion 
written afterwards relating which hypotheses was truly correct – this web would be set up much like 
the Social Studies example above (Education World) 
 Math – students can use the web to determine what information provided by a word problem is 
necessary to answer the question, with “Irrelevant” and “Relevant” written above the columns and the 
question written in the center (Vacca 215). 
The Discussion Web 
Content Area Reading, by R. and J. A. Vacca and 
M. Mraz, pg. 211–216 
Name_______________________ 
The Tell Tale Discussion Web 
RUE! – nervous – very, very dreadfully nervous I had 
been and am; but why will you say that i am mad?”  
So begins the narrator of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Tell Tale Heart.” Has he 
gone mad? Does he really hear a heart? An important part of understanding this story is 
deciding whether or not he is a dependable narrator. To reach your own conclusion, 
take turns with your partner writing reasons to believe the narrator in the Yes column and 
reasons to doubt him in the No column. After the whole-class discussion, write your 
Conclusion about the narrator’s dependability at the bottom of the page.  
 
“t 
Yes 
 
 
 
 
 
No 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion: 
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
  
Do you think the 
narrator is 
dependable? 
 
 
 
Kaitlyn Siegel 
Discussion Webs 
 
What is a discussion web? 
 
 Discussion webs provide an organized way of thinking through and 
discussing ideas related to a text 
 Allows students time to think through their answers 
 Incorporates reading, writing, listening, and speaking 
 Provides a chance for students to work individually and in groups 
 Gives students a graphic organizer to record their thoughts and ideas 
 
How do you use a discussion web? 
 
 Prior to introducing the discussion web, present necessary background 
knowledge and vocabulary 
 Determine when the strategy should be employed—before or after reading? 
 Construct a question or statement that addresses an important point in the 
assigned reading for which there are multiple perspectives 
 
When to use a discussion web 
 
 Pre-reading: 
o A discussion web can be used to introduce a topic in assigned reading 
that you want students to be paying special attention to while they 
read 
o Completing a discussion web can open students up to new 
perspectives they may not have considered before 
 Post-reading 
o After a reading assignment, a discussion web can be used to allow 
students a space to work out their thoughts on a topic introduced in 
the text 
o Students will have the ability to use the text to support their 
arguments, which provides practice for finding textual support and 
citing it 
 
Why to use a discussion web 
 
 Discussion webs will provide a starting point for classroom conversation 
 They allow students who might not share as often a chance to organize their 
thoughts before being called upon to discuss with the class 
 Discussion webs cause students to support their arguments before coming to 
a definitive conclusion 
 The provide writing practice for students 
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Chase Matzinger 
Directed Reading/Thinking Activity (DR/TA) 
Reading Reminders by J. Burke, pg. 59; Content Area Reading, by R. and J. A. Vacca and M. Mraz, pg. 222 
 What 
DR/TA is an activity in which students 
frequently make predictions about a text. This 
is done before, after, and at various breaking 
points during reading when students evaluate 
the correctness of their predictions and make 
new ones (Burke 59).  
Why 
 Encourages active, critical reading through the collection of 
evidence (Adolescent Literacy) 
 Provides many breaks to check comprehension 
 Activates prior knowledge by having students use what they 
have learned elsewhere to make predictions about the text 
(Reading Rockets) 
 Practices summarizing and self-assessment of 
comprehension through frequent review of what was read 
 Motivates readers by making them interested in what comes 
next (Rockingham County Public Schools) 
 Establishes purpose which makes readers deliberate and 
versatile by adapting their reading to the goals they intend to 
achieve  
How 
The teacher first chooses a text and chunks it so each 
section ends at a key juncture in the reading (Vacca 222). 
Students then make predictions about the text before they read 
based on previewed evidence such as titles, images, and 
background information (Adolescent Literacy). During 
reading, students record proof that their predictions are correct 
or incorrect in the evidence section. At the end each chunk, 
students evaluate their predictions and create new ones for the 
upcoming section. Before continuing the reading, teachers 
may have students discuss their predictions. 
When and possible Prompts 
 Students make predictions before reading to 
increase motivation for reading and to 
establish purpose (“Looking at the title, what 
do you think the story is about? Why?”). 
 During reading, students actively read by 
collecting evidence and pausing to review 
what’s been read (“Can you prove your 
predictions, or do you need to modify 
them?” “What do you think will happen 
next? Why?”). 
 Students can also practice summarization 
after reading by evaluating their predictions 
and discussing them with the class. (“What 
did you find in the text to prove your 
predictions?” “What did you find in the text 
that caused you to modify your 
predictions?”). 
Lesson Planning 
 
Considerations: 
 The book should be something new to all 
students that they will be able to read and 
is easily chunk-able (Learning Point 
Associates). 
 Accept all predictions to encourage 
discussion. 
 Prediction may initially be uncomfortable 
for students who always want to be 
correct the first time (TeacherVision). 
 Too many interruptions of the text can be 
distracting. 
 Give appropriate wait time in discussions 
(Vacca 222). 
 
Variations: 
 Vary group sizes (Reading Rockets) 
 Use written or oral responses 
 Have students ask questions rather than make predictions 
 Use larger or smaller chunks (TeacherVision) 
 
Content Area Adaptations: 
 Language Arts – students can make predictions about turning 
points in narratives 
 Math – students can predict what math functions or 
knowledge will be required to solve word problems 
(TeacherVision) 
 Social Studies and Science – predictions can be made about 
nonfiction readings through the previewing of section 
headings, graphs, images, titles (Adolescent Literacy) 
 
Additional Sources 
“Directed Reading-Thinking Activity.” TeacherVision. Pearson Education, 2012. Web. 10 Sept. 2012. 
“Directed Reading Thinking Activity DRTA.” Rockingham County Public Schools. Rockingham County Public Schools, 
2003. Web. 10 Sept. 2012.  
 “Directed Reading Thinking Activity (DRTA).” Adolescent Literacy. Washington Educational Television Authority, 2012. 
Web. 10 Sept. 2012. 
 “Directed Reading Thinking Activity (DRTA).” Reading Rockets. Washington Educational Television Authority, 2012. Web. 
10 Sept. 2012.  
“DR-TA (Directed Reading-Thinking Activity).” Learning Point Associates. The American Institutes for Reasearch, 2012. 
Web. 10 Sept. 2012.  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prediction (Before Reading) Evidence (During Reading) Evaluation (After Reading) 
1. Before we begin: Correct  
Incorrect 
2. At the end of chunk one: Correct  
Incorrect 
3. At the end of chunk two: Correct  
Incorrect 
4. At the end of chunk three: Correct  
Incorrect 
 
 
Making Predictions the DRTA Way! 
With “Brer Rabbit Fools Sis Cow”  
retold by S. E. Schlosser 
 Today we're going to use the Directed Reading/Thinking Activity to practice prediction 
while reading a tale about Brer Rabbit, a mischievous character from Southern Folktales. 
Before we begin each chunk of text, write predictions about what you think will happen 
next in the Prediction column. Then, while we read, take notes in the Evidence column 
of proof of whether your prediction was correct or not. Finally, at the end of each 
section, write one or two sentences in the Evaluation column explaining if your 
prediction was correct using the evidence gathered during reading. 
Directed Reading/Thinking Activity 
Brer Rabbit Fools Sis Cow 
A Georgia Folktale retold by S. E. Schlosser 
 
[Chunk 1] 
 
Now Brer Rabbit was skipping down the road one day heading for his home in the briar patch when he 
spotted Sis Cow grazing in the field. It was a mighty hot day and Brer Rabbit was thirsty. Some milk would be real 
fine on such a warm afternoon, but Sis Cow always refused to let Brer Rabbit milk her when he asked. So Brer 
Rabbit thought up a plan. 
 
[Chunk 2] 
 
"Howdy Sis Cow," said Brer Rabbit, walking up to her in the field.  
"Howdy yourself, Brer Rabbit," said Sis Cow. 
"I'm wondering if you could help me out," Brer Rabbit said to Sis Cow. "I'd like to get some apples down out 
of that tree, but it's too high for me to climb." He pointed over to a nearby apple tree.  
"I ain't no good at climbing myself," said Sis Cow dubiously.  
"I don't need for you to climb," said Brer Rabbit. "Just butt your head against the tree a few times, and the 
apples will all fall down." 
 
[Chunk 3]  
 
Sis Cow considered this a moment, and then she agreed. Sis Cow backed up a bit and ran at the tree with her 
horns down. BANG! She butted the tree as hard as she could. But the apples were still green and none of them fell 
down. So Sis Cow backed up again and ran at the tree with her horns down. SMACK! She butted the tree as hard as 
she could. And her large horns got stuck in the tree. She pulled and tugged, but her horns were held fast.  
Then Brer Rabbit ran home to fetch a mighty big pail to the field and milked the trapped Sis Cow until not a 
drop of milk was left.  
"I'll come back tomorrow for more milk," Brer Rabbit said. "Seeing as you're probably stuck 'til daybreak."  
Brer Rabbit left the field with the big pail of milk, leaving Sis Cow trapped in the tree. Well, Sis Cow, she 
tugged and tugged, trying to free her horns from the tree. It took her near 'til morning, but finally she broke loose. 
Once she was free, she had a quick graze of the green grass to calm herself down. As she ate, she made a plan to 
revenge herself on Brer Rabbit for his nasty trick. 
 
[Chunk 4] 
 
As soon as it was daybreak, Sis Cow put her head down and stuck her horns back into the holes she had 
made in the tree, pretending she was still stuck. Now Brer Rabbit had come early to the field and had seen Sis Cow 
grazing as free as you please, so he knew she was up to something when she put her horns back in the tree. He 
decided to play along with her game for a while to see what she was up to.  
"How are you feeling this morning, Sis Cow?" asked Brer Rabbit when he reached the field.  
"Poorly," said Sis Cow slyly. "I've been stuck here all night. But if you grab my tail, you can help pull me 
out."  
Oh ho, thought Brer Rabbit to himself. She means to trample me. Aloud he said: "I'm a puny ol' man Sis 
Cow. If I pull your tail, I might get crushed. So this is as close to you as I'm going to get!"  
Well, Sis Cow was furious that her plan hadn't work. She pulled her horns out of the tree lickety-split and 
started chasing that rascally Brer Rabbit down the road.  
Brer Rabbit ran as fast as lightning. He reached the Briar Patch well ahead of Sis Cow and threw himself into 
the brambles. He just laughed and laughed, rolling about among the briars. He was a real rascal, no mistake! 
   
Andrea Syukur Exclusion Brainstorming 
 
What is this strategy? 
 
Exclusion brainstorming is a literacy 
strategy that helps students become 
familiar with new concepts and 
vocabulary used in a specific topic. 
This strategy gives students a first look 
at terminology that goes along with a 
topic (Exclusion Brainstorming). 
Why use this strategy? 
 
 Helps activate student’s prior 
knowledge 
 Learn new vocabulary and phrases 
pertaining to a subject 
 Thinking about words and their 
relationship to the text enlarges 
thinking about language 
(SCCRESA) 
How do I use this strategy? 
 
1. Choose words that relate to the 
topic along with words that do 
not relate. Provide this list to 
everyone in the class. 
2. Have students read the list of 
words and circle the words they 
expect to see in the text. Make 
sure to have students explain 
why. 
3. Read the actual text. Have 
students note the words on the list 
you provided along with the 
words they circled. 
4. After reading, let the students 
compare their list of words with 
the words presented in the text. 
Mark checks for words that 
appeared in the text and cross out 
unrelated words (The College of 
William and Mary). 
When should I use this 
strategy? 
 
This strategy should be introduced 
before reading. This insures that 
students are exposed to new vocabulary 
terms and can anticipate them when they 
read the text. 
Possible Variations 
History 
 Before reading 
an interpretation 
of a primary 
source 
 Before reading a 
new chapter/ 
beginning of a 
new unit 
Math 
 Before 
introducing a 
new formula 
Sources 
“Exclusion Brainstorming.” DocStoc. DocStoc, 9 Sept 2010. Web. 20 Oct 2012. 
http://www.docstoc.com/docs/54013995/Exclusion-Brainstorming 
SCCRESA. “Exclusion Brainstorming.” St. Clair County Regional Educational Service Agency. 
SCCRESA, 2012. Web. 20 Oct 2012. 
The College of William and Mary. “Exclusion Brainstorming.” The College of William and Mary. 
W&M, n.d. Web. 20 Oct 2012. 
 
Exclusion Brainstorming 
 for Banned and Challenged Books 
 
Name: ________________________ 
Date: ___________ 
Period: _________ 
 
Directions In this box below are words that may or may not show up in our reading 
today “'And Tango Makes Three' Tops Most Challenged List, Again.” With your group, 
decide and circle which of these words you anticipate to be in the reading. Be sure to 
explain why you think the words you circled are going to show up in the space below the 
box. After reading the article, look back at the list of words. Cross off any words that 
didn’t show up in the reading and checkmark those that showed up.  
 
American Library Association 
 
Quiet 
 
Traditional Beliefs 
 
Protest 
 
Remove 
Fairness 
 
Pluralistic 
 
Disaster 
 
Viewpoints 
 
Human condition 
Critical thinking 
 
Safety 
 
Challenge 
 
Shelter 
 
Fundamental rights 
 
Use this space to below to reflect on why you think the words you circled relate to the 
topic of “Banned and Challenged Books.” 
 
 
 
  
  Samantha Swanborg 
Barton, Mary lee. Teaching Reading in Science. ASCD, 2001. Print.  
 
 
Extended Anticipation Guide  
Teacher’s Side 
 
What is this strategy?  
 An extended anticipation guide is a set of strategically chosen questions that 
allow teachers to have an idea of what the students understand before reading and after 
reading. An extended anticipation guide is where you make an anticipation guide that 
also asks for the students to question their answers after reading by looking at why they 
selected their answer. 
How to do this strategy? 
 You will first want to identify the concepts that you want the students to learn. 
Then you create 4 to 6 (no more than this or you run the risk of overwhelming the 
student) statements that confirm or make students question their prior experience 
(important points, major concepts, controversial ideas, or misconceptions) with the 
subject matter. Prior to reading, students will respond to the statement (true/false, 
agree/disagree) and are asked to be prepared to support their choice. You should ask 
students to explain their choices and read the text for evidence that either supports or 
refutes the statement. After they complete these steps, have the class come together and 
have a group discussion about what they learned. 
Why is this strategy important? 
 This strategy allows for students to activate their prior knowledge and even 
access their prior knowledge. This strategy also has students focusing on the reading, and 
it facilitates text comprehension because of the student and text interaction. Students 
must paraphrase information and learn to justify their claims. This strategy may even 
motivate reluctant readers because they have interaction with the text that has them 
thinking about their opinions on the subject matter which can be interesting to them. 
When should this strategy be used? 
 Before and After:   Because of the two parts of the assignment, it is both a 
before and after. As a before reading strategy, it activates prior knowledge and 
allows students to formulate justifications for their opinions. As an after reading 
strategy, it allows for students to interact with the text and helps them realize 
their own misconceptions and important points. 
Variations: For other content areas, you can base it off of what you would do for an 
anticipation guide. It is very non content specific. 
True       False 
Name: ______________________    Period: ______      Date: __________________ 
Extended Anticipation Guide for the Shang Dynasty of Ancient 
China 
 
Part 1 
Direction: Before you read the textbook, read each statement in Part 1. If you believe 
that a statement is true, place a check in the True Column. If you think that a statement is 
false, place a check in the False Column. Be ready to explain your choice. 
 
1. The Shang dynasty was the first dynasty of China. 
2. The Shang dynasty only had nobles, farmers, and the poor classes. 
3. Ancestors are important to Chinese people during the Shang dynasty; 
it is called ancestor worship. 
4. China was the first people to develop a writing system. 
 
Part 2 
Direction: Now read pages 80-83 for information that is related to the statements 
in Part 1. If the information supports your choices above, place a check in the Yes 
column in Part 2. Then write what the text says in your own words in column A, 
under Why is my choice correct? If information does not support your choices, 
place a check in the No column. Then write what the text says in your own words 
in column B, under Why is my choice incorrect? 
 
 
 
 
  (A)    (B) 
      Why is my choice correct?          Why is my choice incorrect? 
______________________     _______________________ 
______________________     _______________________       
______________________     _______________________      
______________________     _______________________      
______________________     _______________________       
______________________     _______________________      
______________________     _______________________       
______________________     _______________________ 
Support in the text 
for my choice 
                Yes           No 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4.  






  Danilo Bruno 
  Educ412 
  10/22/2012 
Extended Anticipation Guide- Teacher Side Explanations 
What is this strategy? 
    An Extended Anticipation Guide is a that allows students to make predictions about what is to come in a text. Also, an 
Extended Anticipation Guide allows students to interact with the text while they are reading, instead of answering the same 
questions after they are done reading. There are very specific questions used on these guides that can be used before and during 
reading. Extended Anticipation Guides require more writing and attention to detail than a standard Anticipation Guide, where the 
students only need to mark whether a statement is True or False.  
When Should I Use This Strategy? 
    This strategy is specifically designated for Before and During reading a text. Unlike an Anticipation Guide, when students 
make predictions by answering questions about the text before reading and then answer those same questions after reading, this 
strategy involves students making predictions before reading and then using those questions as a means of taking notes and 
drawing evidence from the text while reading. An Extended Anticipation Guide is an excellent way for students to make 
predictions, carefully extract information from a text, and summarize a text. 
How Do I Use This Strategy? 
1. Identify major concepts you want students to gain from a text. 
2. Create four to six statements related to the text that challenge students’ beliefs and experiences about the topic. 
3. Before reading, students- either individually or in small groups- react to each statement, and come up with a response 
(under the “Agree” or “Disagree” checkbox). 
4. Ask students to read the selection to find evidence that supports or disconfirms each statement (in “Part 2” of the 
guide). 
5. Have an open group discussion about what the students learned from this experience. 
Information used from McRel source listed below (p. 72). 
Why Do I Use This Strategy? 
    Extended Anticipation Guides are an excellent way to make predictions about a text and then to either confirm or disconfirm 
those predictions using evidence from the text. Students will learn a variety of useful academic and life skills by completing this 
strategy. For example, students will learn how to predict, how to search for and provide textual evidence, how to summarize a 
text instead of writing every single word, how to write something in their own words, and how to argue about the evidence they 
found. These skills are transferable across all content areas, and in my case as a Spanish teacher, this will be an excellent way for 
students to develop their writing, reading, and speaking abilities.  
Possible Variations on Extended Anticipation Guides: 
    Extended Anticipation Guides can be used in any content area. Here are a couple variations: 
1. Math- Before learning about the quadratic formula, students can answer essential questions related to the material. 
During the lesson, students can either confirm or disconfirm whether their previous answers were correct or not with 
evidence from their notes or the textbook. 
2. History- Before reading a short story on the Civil War, students can make predictions, based off of a list of 4-6 
questions, about what is to come in the story. Then, students can confirm or disconfirm their answers to those questions 
while reading the text. 
3. English- Before reading a chapter in The Great Gatsby, students can make predictions about what is to come in the text 
based off of 4-6 carefully chosen questions related to content and to themes in the story. Then, while reading, students 
can confirm whether or not their answers were correct.   
Source  
“Anticipation Guide/Revised Anticipation Guide” by McRel Organization, pg. 72-75; “Open to Suggestions: The Extended       
Anticipation Guide Revisited” by F.A. Duffelmeyer and D.D. Baum, pg. 654-656 
  Danilo Bruno 
  Educ412 
  10/22/2012 
Name                                               Date                              Period  
Spanish 2- Extended Anticipation Guide 
Part 1: 
Directions: Before you read the Spanish-translated version of the children’s book, The Rainbow 
Fish, read each statement in Part 1. If you think that the statement is true, place a check in the 
Agree column. If you think that a statement is false, place a check in the Disagree column. Be 
prepared to explain why you chose these answers (Source: Information Text: Anticipation 
Guide/Revised Extended Anticipation Guide). 
*NOTE: THESE STATEMENTS WOULD BE IN SPANISH. 
Agree              Disagree  
1. Rainbow Fish was always loved because of her jewels. 
 2.   Rainbow Fish gave away her jewels to friends.   
 3.    Rainbow Fish was ordinary at the end of the story. 
 4.    Rainbow Fish learned many lessons throughout the story. 
 
Part 2: 
Directions: Now that you have answered questions before reading the text, you will check 
whether or not there is support for your answers while reading the story. Also, you will answer 
WHY your answer is either correct or incorrect based on the information you found. Make sure 
to write these responses in YOUR OWN WORDS (and in Spanish, of course). The statements 
(numbered 1-4) from above correspond to the numbers in this section.  
Support in text for my choice   (A)     (B) 
             Yes       No                        Why is my choice correct?           Why is my choice incorrect? 
1.  ___       ___ ________________________        _______________________ 
 ________________________        _______________________ 
2.  ___       ___                   ________________________        _______________________ 
                                       ________________________        _______________________ 
3.  ___       ___                   ________________________        _______________________ 
                                       ________________________        _______________________ 
4.  ___       ___                   ________________________        _______________________ 
 ________________________        _______________________ 
 Jessica Allen 
Language Collection Guides 
 WHAT:  
Language collection guides are a reading strategy 
that promotes vocabulary comprehension. This 
language collection guide directs students in 
organizing vocabulary in a logical way that 
improves recall. They can include visuals, word 
then definition, examples from the text, or 
anything else a student needs to remember the 
meaning of the word.  
The point is to give students a systematic, clear 
way to organize vocabulary that they need to 
know. 
  
WHY:  
Teachers should provide their students with these vocabulary 
guides because vocabulary is one of the most important aspects of 
reading – without understanding the words, the overall meaning of 
a text is lost. Simply knowing the definition of a word isn’t 
enough. Context matters and gives students direction in how to use 
the vocabulary word; language collection guides direct students to 
note context as well as definition, promoting a much deeper 
understanding of vocabulary.  
Language collection guides can also reach a variety of learners due 
to its versatile nature. For example, visual learners can draw 
pictures for definition or context – auditory learners can write 
down “trigger words”, that make them think of that vocabulary 
word when they hear certain words. English Language Learners can 
write definitions of English words in their native language to 
increase their comprehension. 
It is also very simple to differentiate learning with these guides. 
Teachers can allow students to work at their own pace when filling 
out their language collection guides – the structure is up to the 
student, allowing much flexibility for the teacher.  
 
WHEN: 
Before reading: Language collection guides prepare 
students to read by equipping them with thorough 
knowledge of important vocabulary. 
During reading: The guide will help students 
organize their vocabulary in a logical way. It keeps 
them connected to their own thinking and helps 
students monitor their own learning by keeping 
inventory of what they learned. 
After reading: Students can review new terms they 
have learned; they can clarify confusing passages by 
looking at their guide and then rereading.  
Language guides can be used at any time and in any 
class. Teachers can simply remind students to use 
the guide as they read any text.  
 
HOW:  
Teachers simply provide students with a language collection 
guide and directions on how to use them and the 
importance of using them. Because collection is an ongoing 
process, students will work at their own pace to complete 
them. 
Math: Students can list operation symbols, prompting 
words, or words that help categorize math (like ‘algebra 
words’ and ‘geometry words’ ) 
English/History: Students can list vocabulary they don’t 
know and categorize the words according to unit. For 
example, ‘poetry words’, or ‘World War II People’. 
Science: Students can list vocabulary words they don’t know 
according to unit or A-Z words. For example, ‘A-Z words 
relating to Mitosis’.  
 
VARIATIONS:  
 These lists can be one page, a packet, or an 
entire notebook that is kept throughout a 
year 
 The categories can be in accordance with 
unit, or even be things like Words that 
make me feel smart, or Words that are fun 
to say 
 They can simply be A-Z charts, with a page 
for every letter; students list words on the 
corresponding page 
Sources: 
 Allen, J. 2008. “More Tools for Teaching Content Literacy.” 
 Iverson, W,J. 1972. “Trends in Reading; Elementary and Secondary.” 
In English and Reading in a Changing World, ed E.L Evertts. Urbana, 
IL: National Council of Teachers of English 
 Center for Adult English Language Acquisition – Resources  
 Name:________________________________ Period:_______________________Date:_________________ 
Language Collection Guide for Romeo and Juliet  
Directions: Fill out this language collection guide as you read Shakespeare’s Romeo 
and Juliet appropriate boxes. As you list words, write down a definition for them; 
feel free to draw pictures, or anything that will increase your understanding of the 
definition! (Why? Because this guide will help build your vocabulary and increase 
your comprehension of the text) 
Words I don’t know: Description Words: Words that I think have a 
double meaning: 
Words I sound smart saying: Stage Direction Words: Words that are substitutes for 
English words (thee, thou, 
hath): 
  
Jim Trainor 
 
LEAD 
 
What is this strategy? 
LEAD stands for Listing, Experience Activity, and Discussion 
It lets students gain knowledge about relevant vocabulary prior to a reading 
Also lets students activate prior knowledge 
 
How do I use this strategy? 
List vocabulary words related to the topic being discussed 
Give students an Experience Activity that will allow them to gain a better 
understanding of the vocabulary 
Allow students to add their own vocabulary to the list as they perform the 
activity 
Discuss the topic with your students, using the new vocabulary  
Make sure they use words from the list in their answers 
Try to have them come up with some other words that could fit the list 
 
Why do I use this strategy? 
Lets students prepare for vocabulary that will be used in upcoming lessons, 
readings, etc. 
Students can anticipate what will be coming in the lesson 
Requires students to think critically about new vocabulary 
Students must be able to judge whether or not words are important enough to 
belong on the vocabulary list, and then be able to justify these decisions 
 
When do I use this strategy? 
Before 
Students can prepare for new vocabulary, activate prior knowledge, 
and gain anticipations for the upcoming lesson. 
During 
Students can refer to the vocabulary sheet which they have created and 
use it to help understand the lesson. 
After 
Students can discuss how this vocabulary was important to their 
understanding of the lesson. 
 
 
 
Allen, Janet. “LEAD”. Inside Words. Portland: Stenhouse Publishers, 2007. 63-68. Print. 
  
Name _________________________       Period _____           Date 
__________ 
 
 
LEAD 
 
 
L = Listing                 EA= Experience Activity                D = 
Discussion 
List 
 
               Matrix                           Matrix Element                     
Matrix Addition 
      Zero Matrix                           Matrix Equation                    
Equal Matrices 
  Scalar Product                      Matrix Multiplication                 
Dilation 
                Image                                 Preimage                         
Transformation 
      Determinant                           Variable Matrix                     
Augmented Matrix 
Row Operations 
 
 
 
Experience Activity  
 
In groups of 3 or 4, discuss the terms from Chapter 4 listed above. Do you know 
any of these terms already? Look up any terms you don’t know in the glossary. If 
you do know some of these terms, do you know any related terms? Write those 
down in the extra space above. Afterwards, we will have a discussion with the 
whole class on these terms. 
Discussion 
 
What did you already know about matrices? 
Could you think of any related terms you already knew? 
Were there any terms you couldn’t understand, even after looking them up? 
 
 
Nick Welch- LEAD        Teacher Side 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
What: “A vocabulary strategy that 
provides a way for the teacher to 
assess students’ prior knowledge 
related to an anticipated activity or 
unit of study” (Allen 65) 
L: List Specialized or academic 
vocabulary words related to the 
topic. 
EA: Experience Activity provide 
students with an experience activity 
where they would use the specialized 
words highlighted. 
D: Discuss the topic using the 
specialized vocabulary words as a 
way of focusing the discussion. 
How: There are many variations of this 
activity that can be used. No matter the 
variation there are a few important steps 
to utilizing the LEAD strategy. First, 
teachers should list specialized terms that 
will be covered in the activity. Then, 
students have a discussion and within the 
discussion students are expected to utilize 
the specialized words in questions or 
comments. Each of these words should be 
discussed, and some more than once, to 
ensure that the students understand the 
words themselves.  
When: This activity could be used 
anytime there needs to be a focus on 
vocabulary. A great time to use this 
activity would be before you start a 
chapter or unit because then you will 
have a better understanding of students 
prior knowledge regarding the subject. 
Why: This strategy should be used to 
encourage students’ active involvement in 
creating the specialized word list for any 
portion of the text you are using to teach 
concepts or content. Also, this activity 
requires students to locate, examine, 
categorize, think critically, make 
applications, discuss, and question by using 
these words. 
Possible Variations: 
Math: Have students pick out bolded and other important words from 
the textbook as a group. Then come together as a class to form a 
bigger list. After, have students create questions for the whole class 
using the specialized words. 
English: Choose important characters and terms from a story. Assign 
students a grouping of words to examine then come together as a 
class for discussion mandating that the words be used in all questions 
and responses. 
Science: Basically the same thing as math.  
 
LEAD 
Experience-Based Vocabulary Instruction 
 
 
L = Listing   EA = Experience Activity   D = Discuss 
 
 List 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Experience Activity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Discussion 
Franklin Delano Roosevelt Kamikaze Bombers  USS Arizona 
 
Japan    Atom Bomb   Oahu  
  
Pearl Harbor   Destroyer   Operation Hawaii 
 
US Pacific Fleet   Embargo 
For this assignment you will be working in groups of 4. As a group, look through the 
chapter and find out what these words mean. Then, place each term into a sentence. 
An example of this would be, “After the Japanese fighter pilots had dropped their 
bombs, instead of returning to the aircraft carrier they would crash their plane using it 
as a bomb; hence the term kamikaze bomber.” 
Teacher Question: “What is the significance of the term Franklin Delano Roosevelt.” 
The student should respond explaining the significance of FDR to the class and then is 
expected to share the sentence they created using his name.  
Literacy Circles (book clubs) 
What are they? 
 Literature circles or book clubs are groupings of students who have either e chosen or 
designated reading assignment and discuss the material within assigned roles or manners of 
expression. 
 Students can choose their own reading assignments and they should vary from group to 
group 
 This can either be a onetime assignment for a given unit or could be used coarse and 
curriculum wide 
 You assign groups of readers together (this can either be by skill level or because certain 
learners work better together) and give them Roles they need to fill – they can be ones you 
generate or standard ones. You will need to do some training before you begin anything. 
 some stock ones would be: 
 Discussion Director: keeps group on task and outlines the big questions 
Illustrator: finds a way to take the reading and convey it in a Picture medium 
 Connector: finds ways to connect the text to other things 
 Summarizer: goes back and synthesizes the most important parts 
 Use Mini lessons at the beginning of each session to give basic discussion ideas and 
connect all readings to your content – Be Creative! But short. 
 You will also want a method to hold students accountable and assess each other’s 
contributions 
 Could and is most effectively concluded with a performance assessment of your 
choosing (really applicable within the contents) 
Why do this?  
It is an opportunity to learn by community – the students in effect are creating their own ways of 
working together and automatically get multiple perspectives. The different roles can switch over time 
and by assignment hitting on multiple perspectives. It places responsibility on the students which in 
turn can increase interest engagement and relevance to their work. 
 
When would you use this? 
The form is really applicable in any area of reading assessment and assignment. But in its full and pure 
form it is in every aspect of a lesson: you assign the roles in advance to scaffold the cognitive structure 
the students are filling and help them perceive the text in that fashion. The discussions are ongoing 
through the reading with groups discussing the book incidentally and the final product or final 
discussions is at the conclusion of the reading 
 
Variations: 
History: debate, role play teams, research teams 
Science: research teams, experiment teams 
English: book readings (really an open arena in this area) 
 
For more:  
Bonnie Campbell Hill, Katherine L. Schlick Noe, and Nancy J. Johnson. "Overview of Literature Circles." Overview of Literature Circles. The 
Literature Circles Resource Guide, 2001. Web. 10 Oct. 2012. Burke, Jim. Tools for Thought: Graphic Organizers for Your Classroom. 
Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann, 2002. 43-47+. Print. Daniels, Harvey, and Nancy Steineke. Mini Lessons for Literarture Circles. Portsmouth, 
NH: Heinemann, 2003. Print. "Literature Circles: Getting Started." Readwritethink.org. IRA/NCTE, 2012. Web. 10 Oct. 2012. Vacca, Richard 
T., and Jo Anne L. Vacca. Content Area Reading. Glenview, Il: Scott, Foresman, 1989. 392-94. Print
 
NAME______________________ 
GROUP_____________________ 
Quarterback 
Mission: Your job is not only to keep your group discussion on task but to come up with what to discuss 
and keep the conversations and topics moving. Every day you will be responsible for identifying the 
main ideas and topics to be discussed and who will be looking into what specific information. Your 
group DOES have a say in this as well but it is up to you to make the final decision and justify it.  
 
From Reading: 
What are the main ideas and notes from the readings your group selected? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What are the most critical parts of the reading as they relate to your Argument? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From Discussion: 
Main ideas discussed today: 
 
 
Key points: 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject to research for tomorrow___________________________________________________ 
Pages in text __________ to __________ 
Agreed upon mutual sources to look into_____________________________________________ 
  
 
NAME______________________ 
GROUP_____________________ 
Squint 
Mission: Your job is to look into new kinds of sources and materials that can help your group find 
different and unique ways of laying out your argument.. you want to find a variety of sources – 
remember to look at diverse authors and options that can strengthen your groups argument and 
thesis. For each class have prepared at least three sources and a way you think you could use them in 
class – attach annotated copies to present to your group 
 
Source 1: 
Way to use it: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source 2: 
Way to use it: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source 3: 
Way to use it: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject to research for tomorrow___________________________________________________ 
Pages in text __________ to __________ 
Agreed upon mutual sources to look into_____________________________________________ 
  
 
NAME______________________ 
GROUP_____________________ 
Spy Master 
Mission: Your job is to look at sources either assigned the first day by the debate director or from the 
plotter the day before and think of ways that the opposing viewpoint might use a source like that to 
undermine the argument you and your group are trying to make. Get inside their head! How would 
you destroy your own argument if you had these sources? You should also find one source of your own 
to think about in this way. Try to find a source you know could destroy your group before it falls into 
the hands of the other team!  Attach your annotated source. 
 
Source 1: 
Threat level 1    2   3 
Way it could destroy you: 
 
 
 
 
 
Source 2: 
Treat Level 1   2   3   
Way it could destroy you: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Your source: 
Threat Level 1   2   3  
Way if could destroy you: 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject to research for tomorrow___________________________________________________ 
Pages in text __________ to __________ 
Agreed upon mutual sources to look into_____________________________________________ 
  
 
NAME______________________ 
GROUP_____________________ 
Plotter 
Mission: You are continuing to build upon the opening statement that your group is preparing for the 
beginning of the debate. You don’t need to worry about what the other team will say – just what your 
argument is going to be. Based off of the group dissuasion and the way your team wants to proceeded 
what kinds of source materials do you think need to be found and why? Have a rough outline ready for 
the beginning of class that breaks down your groups argument and plan so far. Also come up with one 
imaginary source that would automatically win you the debate and have that ready to discuss – 
perhaps there is one out there that is just like it! 
 
What does your argument need? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Outline of argument so far (sketch, diagram, flow chart): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Perfect Dream source: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject to research for tomorrow___________________________________________________ 
Pages in text __________ to __________ 
Agreed upon mutual sources to look into____________________________________________ 
 
 
Name:________________________________ 
Group:________________________________ 
Date:________________________________ 
Group Assessment 
Please indicate on the chart below how you feel your group mate performed in your group based on the 
agreements you made about the amount of work and the level of participation in the group discussions and on 
their individual assignment that they shared with you debate team - 10 being the highest score. THERE SHOULD 
BE A COMMENT ON EVERY GROUP MEMBER FOR EVERY DISUSSION SECSSION. 
Name of Group – Mate: 
 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Comments: 
 
 
Name of Group – Mate: 
 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Comments: 
 
 
Name of Group – Mate: 
 
 
 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Comments: 
 
 
Gail Anderson 
 
Making Predictions 
 
 
✦What is this strategy? 
• Making a guess about what will happen in a text based on information the reader is provided prior to reading. 
(i.e. Chapter headings, vocabulary words, graphics, tables, maps, etc). 
• Involves thinking before reading and using prior knowledge to make predictions. It will help students generate 
information they already know and ask questions about what they are going to read.  
• Afterwards, students can read the text and refine/verify their predictions and then discuss their findings with 
others. 
 
 
✦Why is this strategy important? 
• Making predictions activates students' prior knowledge about the text and helps them make connections between 
new information and what they already know. By making predictions about the text before, during, and after reading, 
students use what they already know—as well as what they suppose might happen—to make connections to the text. 
• Prepares students for what they are about to read.  
• Great study skill that can be used in any subject 
• Helps students organize and focus their concentration while reading and taking notes 
• Helps students set study goals 
• Students will remember the information for future reference-Not simply memorization. 
 
✦When should you do this strategy? 
•Before Reading- 
• Engages students 
• Activates prior knowledge 
• Gets students thinking 
• Prepares them to read texts 
• Challenges students to think about the text 
•During Reading- 
• Taking notes to verify their predictions and make changes as needed. 
• Have students read the text in chunks, stopping to test their predictions.  
• Helps students create new questions and further predictions (i.e. What do you think will happen next?) 
•After Reading- 
• Re-telling the text  
• Revisit and answer their questions/predictions  
• Makes sure they understood the reading 
 
✦How do you do this? 
 
- Survey Question Read-Recite-Review (SQ3R) Burk pg. 189- Engages students through skimming through the 
readings, generating questions about what they will read, taking notes when reading, retelling the text and 
reviewing what they learned. 
 
-PreReading Plan (PReP) Burk pg. 185; Directed Reading and Thinking Activity (DRTA) Burk pg. 187; 
Know/Want/Learned Strategy (KWL) Burk pg. 191; Anticipation Guides (Vacca Ch. 6); Expectation Outlines 
(Vacca Ch. 6) 
 
 
 
 
  
Name________________   Date________________  Period________________ 
 
SQ3R Survey Question Read-Recite-Review 
 
Follow these steps when reading to become an efficient, independent reader! 
 
1.) Survey: Skim through the assigned reading. Pay attention to the chapter headings, 
 vocabulary words and other graphics (i.e. tables, bold words, maps, etc.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.) Question: Turn the chapter or section headings into questions/predictions that you can 
 answer while reading. Write these questions/predictions down and discuss them with 
 others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.) Read: Read the text and take notes. Use your notes to answer your questions/support 
 your predictions. Make any further predictions as you read. (What will the author  discuss 
 next? How is ___ going to affect ___? etc. ) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
4.)  Recite: Tell a classmate, partner, parent or teacher about what you read in your own 
 words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.)  Review: Review the text. Were your predictions about the text accurate? Skim the 
 chapter again to make sure you understand what you read.  
 
 
  Samantha Swanborg 
Vacca, Richard, Jo Anne Vacca, and Maryann Mraz. Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across 
the Curriculum. 10th ed. Boston: Pearson Education Inc., 2011. 333-335. Print.  
 
Mapping as Notetaking 
Teacher’s Side 
 
What is this strategy?  
 Mapping as Notetaking (or as Vacca calls this strategy, “Semantic (Cognitive) 
Mapping”) is a graphic representation of key information taken from the text. 
 It includes three different parts. 
1. Core question or concept: This is typically a keyword or phrase is 
the center focus from which the other two parts branch out from. 
2. Strands: This is an idea that directly relates to the main idea; these 
are identified by the students. Strands are used as clarification or an 
explanation of the core question or concept. 
3. Supports: They are ideas (details, inferences, or generalizations) that 
are used for clarification or an explanation of the strands. These are 
meant to differentiate one strand from another. 
 
How to do this strategy? 
 Students are given some questions to help them focus on specifics as they read. 
After they are finished reading or re-reading the text, they identify the core 
question or concept (the questions asked should help guide them to the core 
question or concept) and create strands and supports from the text. This can be 
done individually, as partners or in a group. 
 
Why is this strategy important? 
 It allows students to identify important ideas and helps students see the 
connections and relationships between all of the information from the text. This 
strategy is also important because students are given the responsibility for 
generating a coherent graphic organizer using key words and phrases that 
connect to the main idea or key term or phrase that connects to the main idea. 
 
When should this strategy be used? 
 Before: The student can use this strategy to organize and identify prior 
knowledge on a topic or question.  
 During: Instead of making it a whole class activity, student can work 
individually or with partners, and as they read, they can pull of information and 
even address the page numbers as they create their map. 
 After: This can be a great way to review what the students found important and 
help them organize their thoughts after they have finishing reading the text. 
 
Variations: They come mostly with the drawing aspect. Some teachers prefer that the 
students indentify the strands by using a double line and the supports by using a single 
line. I think that you can also use different colored pencils; one color would be for the 
strand and all of its supports and then you can use another color for a different strand and 
its supports. 
  
 
 
Name: ___________________________ 
Period: ______ Date: ________________ 
 
The Government of the Roman 
Empire: 
Cognitive Mapping 
 
Directions: Please read the section entitled “The Early Roman Republic” 
which is located on the bottom of page 151 and all of page 152. While you read 
please keep in mind these four questions. 
1) What kind of government does the Roman Empire have? 
2) What are the positions within their government? 
3) What do you think are some similarities in the responsibilities or 
powers in those different positions? 
4) What do you think are some differences in the responsibilities or 
powers in those different positions? 
Once you have finished reading and have thought about these questions, we will 
come together as a class. As a class, we will build the mapping together on the white 
board. We will start by identifying the central idea (which they will put in the scroll in the 
center of the page) and identifying strands and supports. If there will not be enough space 
then you are allowed to the use the back of the paper to make your map. 
                  Allison Brown 
(From Richard T. & Jo Anne L. Vacca Content Area Reading, pp. 285-86) 
 
WHAT IS A MICROTHEME? 
A microtheme is a Writing to Learn (WTL) strategy that encourages students to think deeply about a 
topic. Usually, it is written as a “mini-essay” on a note card or a small sheet of paper. Microthemes 
require “a small amount of writing after a great deal of thinking” (Writing Matters!).  
 
USING A MICROTHEME IN THE CLASSROOM: 
1. The teacher should identify what students really need to know. In other words, the microtheme 
should be centered on the information that the students need to take away from the lesson. 
2. Present the lesson/information to the students. 
3. Following the lesson, a microtheme should be administered asking students a thought-
provoking question that they can respond to briefly and succinctly. 
4. NOTE: There are at least 4 different types of microthemes to choose from: 
a. The summary-writing microtheme: Students will be expected to summarize the 
important parts of a story without adding unnecessary frills or opinions. 
b. The thesis-supporting microtheme: Students will take a stand on an issue and defend 
their stance. 
c. The data-provided microtheme: Students comment on the significance of a factual 
statement. 
d. The quandary-posing microtheme: Students apply solutions to a problem or puzzle 
(Writing Across). 
5. After students have written the microthemes, they can discuss their responses in small groups 
and/or as a class. 
 
WHY SHOULD I USE MICROTHEMES?  
WTL strategies allow students to practice writing without the anxiety of the red pen. They can more 
freely express ideas and make giant intellectual leaps. Students will learn how to make a valid point 
while being economic in their language. Microtheme activities also make it simple and comfortable for 
students to share their thoughts on a subject with one another (Vacca 285-86). 
 
WHEN SHOULD I USE MICROTHEMES? 
Before reading- Microthemes can start a discussion about a topic and spark interest in it before the 
lesson begins. Students can use their prior knowledge to answer the question. 
After reading- Microthemes are best used as an after reading strategy. Students will be more equipped 
with knowledge at this time, and they can base their responses on their previous learning (Vacca 285). 
 
EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE VARIATIONS: 
Math/science—students can solve problems using data-provided microthemes and quandary-posing 
microthemes 
History—students can defend their stance on an important political issue, summarize the events of a 
major historical movement, etc.  
 
ADDITIONAL SOURCES: 
“Nineteen-twenty nine”: http://www.poetryfoundation.org/poem/238158 
“Writing Across the Curriculum”: http://writing2.richmond.edu/wac/microthm.html 
McQueeny, Mary P. “Writing Matters!” 2 February 2000: http://blogs.jccc.edu/pmcqueen/writing-
tips/documents/microthemes/ 
Based on your prior knowledge 
about the Harlem Renaissance 
and American culture in the 
early 20
th
 century, what kind of 
hardships might the poet have 
had? Do you think these 
hardships are similar to those 
that all Americans would have 
faced at this time? 
Microtheme: William Waring Cuney’s “Nineteen-twenty-nine” 
 
Name_____________________________________________________ Date_____________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Directions: Read the following poem by Harlem Renaissance 
writer William Waring Cuney and then complete the 
microtheme question on the lines below. 
Nineteen-twenty-nine 
Some folks hollered hard times 
in nineteen-twenty-nine. 
In nineteen-twenty-eight 
say I was way behind. 
 
Some folks hollered hard times 
because hard times were new. 
Hard times is all I ever had, 
why should I lie to you? 
 
Some folks hollered hard times. 
What is it all about? 
Things were bad for me when 
those hard times started out. 
 
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________ 
Emma Leland 
 
Microthemes 
Vacca p. 285-286 
 
What is this strategy? 
 A microtheme is a brief piece of writing that requires a great amount of thinking 
o A mini essay 
 Conciseness is key 
 Limited writing, maximum thinking 
 There are four common types: 
o Summary-Writing (summarize a topic, argument, or theme) 
o Thesis-Support (generate support for a provided thesis) 
o Data-Provided (generate idea from given data) 
o Quandary-Posing (solve and explain a puzzle) 
 
How is this strategy used? 
 Before writing, have students write notes and any key points from text and class 
discussion used in the microtheme 
 Distribute a 5-by-8 inch index card or half sheet of paper 
o Students may only use one side of the index card or half sheet 
 Allow students to be able to revise and add information 
 Keep as study cards for unit tests 
 
Why is this strategy important? 
 Microthemes help students to summarize and reflect on a reading 
 It forces students to think intensively about a subject before beginning writing 
 
When do we use this strategy? 
 Before 
o Students activate prior knowledge 
o Students make connections between material they already know and material 
they will be learning 
 After 
o Students summarize and put into their own words the text 
o Students reflect on the text 
o Students analyze and synthesize the information or ideas 
 
 
 
Sources: 
http://www.writing.ku.edu/~writing/instructors/guides/documents/Using_Micro.pdf 
Vacca, Richard T., Jo Anne L. Vacca, and Maryann E. Mraz. Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning across the 
Curriculum. Boston: Pearson, 2011. Print. 
Name __________________________  Date______________ Per_______ 
 
Clogging 
 
Directions: Using the following microtheme, write your response as clearly and as concisely 
as possible. Do not flip over onto the back side of the sheet. 
 
Microtheme: What are the characteristics of clogging? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name __________________________  Date______________ Per_______ 
 
Clogging 
 
Directions: Using the following microtheme, write your response as clearly and as concisely 
as possible. Do not flip over onto the back side of the sheet. 
 
Microtheme: What are the characteristics of clogging? 
 
Jessica Allen 
Using Picture Books in High School and Middle School 
 
WHAT: A picture book is a book that 
contains picture along with words, or 
sometimes only pictures to tell a story. 
Traditionally, picture books are thought of 
as belong in the children’s section only. 
However, because of the visuals that 
picture books provide, the multiple 
interpretations that can be drawn from 
them, and the usually universal themes 
that they offer, picture books can and 
should become an integral part of the high 
school and middle school curriculum.  
WHEN: Picture books can be used at any time in a 
classroom. There are so many types of picture books, and all 
can be used to multiple purposes. For example, they can be 
used as: 
  an introduction to a larger piece of literature 
 a demonstration of multiple points of view 
  an explanation of math concepts that are difficult 
to visualize 
 a visual of historical events 
 a visual of vocabulary words in a foreign language 
 a tool for a struggling, visual learners 
 a way to work on reading aloud 
 a piece of artwork, ready for examination 
In terms of B/D/A, picture books are versatile. Before 
reading a larger, more complicated text, a picture book can 
be used to introduce the information in a condensed way. 
During reading, a picture book can be the main artifact 
being used. After reading, a picture book can serve as a 
summarizing devise, condensing a huge amount of 
information into fewer pages and visuals. They can also be 
used as a way for teachers to demonstrate multiple ways of 
viewing one piece of information (for example, by showing 
two versions of the same picture book and comparing the 
differences). (Worth a Thousand Words) 
HOW: Picture books are easy to throw into lessons. 
Teachers simply need to pick a picture book, decide the 
purpose of that book, and then, according to the desired 
outcomes that the book will produce for the class, plan 
reading strategies based around the book.  
WHY: Teachers should use picture books 
for a multitude of reasons. According to 
the article, Worth of Thousand Words, 
here are a few reasons to use picture 
books in class: 
1. Picture books usually contain universal 
themes (allowing them to be easily 
connected to other material in class). 
2. The artwork is incredible (tapping into 
the artistic side of visual learners). 
3. Students with disabilities and ELL 
students benefit from them (due to less 
word-per-page ratios, visuals to 
accompany text, and condensed material) 
4. They are excellent introductions to 
difficult material (as seen on the student 
side for ‘fables’). 
5. Today’s world is vey visual (TVs, 
screens, computers, ect) and many 
children have grown up surrounded by 
this. Picture books are yet another visual 
that students feel comfortable using. 
(Worth a Thousand Words) 
Possible Variations: Teachers can use graphic 
novels, books with text and pictures, or books 
with only pictures.  
Additional Sources:  
 
*Ammon, Bette, and Gale Sherman. "Worth a Thousand Words." 
Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc.. (1996): n. page. 
Print. 
* Burke, Jim, , and . Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and 
Techniques. Portsmouth: Boynton/Cook Publishers. Inc., 
2000. 216-217. Print. 
* Pinkey, Jerry. Lion & Mouse. New York: Little, Brown, and 
Company, 1999. Print. 
 
 Name: ____________________ Date: ________________ Period: _______ 
An introduction of Fables: 
Note Taking Guide 
Today, we are going to be talking about ‘fables’, and their importance as a genre of 
literature. We are going to read a graphic fable before we discuss exactly what a fable is. 
This note taking guide will help you develop a definition of a ‘fable’. Think about what you 
know from previous knowledge about what a fable is, record your observations during 
reading, and then use that information after reading to make a prediction about what 
a fable is.  
                                                                                                   
                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What I know about fables before reading: 
 
 
 
 
 
A fable is:__________________________________ 
__________________________________________. 
Observations during the graphic fable:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What I know about fables after reading: 
 
 
 
 
 
A fable is: _________________________________ 
_________________________________________. 
TEACHER SIDE  Jenna Nelson 
Sources:  
Sherman, Gale W. Introduction. Worth a Thousand Words. By Bette D. Ammon. Englewood: 
Greenwood Group, 1996. Ix-Xv. Print. 
 
The library of Katie Hanson 
Using Picture Books for Middle and High School 
(They’re not just for little kids!) 
 
What? 
 Picture books can be used to supplement a lesson or be a lesson on their own. 
 They can contain no words, a few words, or many words. 
 They are not just for younger audiences. 
 
How? 
 Introduce a difficult subject 
 Illustrate differences in points of view or perspectives 
 Compliment difficult text 
 Clarify difficult material 
 Differentiate for lower level readers and ELL’s 
 Combine with other strategies 
 
Why? 
 Provides a variation of material 
 Relieves anxiety for ELL’s or lower level readers 
 Students can gain information quickly 
 Compliment larger books 
 Help make visual-verbal connections 
 Help make difficult topics easier 
 Challenge proficient students while supplementing lower level readers or ELL’s 
 
When? 
 Before-  
o Introduce a new topic 
o Provide a starting point for further research 
 During- 
o Relieve anxiety 
o Develop critical thinking skills 
 After- 
o Frame of reference 
o Solidify information 
o Points for discussion 
STUDENT SIDE  Jenna Nelson 
Name:      Date:    Period:   
 
Story Connections 
 
Directions: Please put your name on your paper.  As I read this story, write down any 
piece of information that you think connects with our lesson from today. Please write the 
information from the story in the blocks on the left and then what it connects to from the 
lesson on the right.  An example has been provided for you. 
 
 
From the Story From the Lesson 
Example: 
Sir Cumference and 
Radius 
Example: 
Circumference and 
Radius 
Mason Kienzle 
P-M-I: A Guide for Teachers 
 
Strategy: Pluses, minuses, and interesting. 
 
Description and Why to Use it 
 
 The PMI strategy, first developed by Edward de Bono in 1985, is a great tool for 
summarization and analysis. It helps students consider their decisions and opinions carefully in 
response to a statement regarding the content. Not only is it a great device for summarizing a 
lesson’s content, it also teaches students how to form opinions or take a stance responsibly with 
the consideration of all kinds of evidence. This strategy is great for having students analyze, 
apply, and evaluate information for an argument and better understanding. Students can apply 
this to life decisions as well, so the strategy is effective in teaching them how to come to 
decisions and make good quality arguments. 
 
How to 
The strategy is a very simple pros and cons based chart that you would present students 
after reading your specific content as a summarization activity. To conduct the activity: 
 Create a three column chart, each column having the heading “Pluses,” “Minuses,” and 
“Interesting” respectively.  
 Present the students with a statement related to the content and instruct your students to 
write a responding statement to it that they will base on the evidence they gathered for 
each column.  
 The students will list the advantages related to the statement under “Pluses.”  
 The disadvantages or negatives under “Minuses.”  
 And list those aspects of the idea that don’t clearly fall under “Pluses” or “Minuses” 
under “Interesting.”  
The “Interesting” column adds a whole new element to the distinguishing of pros and 
cons and shows students that not all arguments are cut and dry. After students finish, have them 
share their response with a partner, or within a small group and let them know that all ideas they 
share can be freely borrowed, facilitating group learning. Your students should be encouraged to 
revise their response after the group sharing.  
As a possible variation, you could also make a large chart in the front of the class for 
students to share their responses or evidence on, and after the exercise discuss with the class 
about what makes the strongest argument. In most cases, one column will have the majority of 
arguments and make the most compelling case. 
 
Source 
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject. (p.124-126). Association for Supervision and  
Curriculum Development. Alexandria, VA; 2005. 
Name:    Period:      Date: 
P-M-I 
Directions: Respond to the statement below by listing the advantages related to the statement 
under “Pluses,” the disadvantages or negatives under “Minuses,” and those aspects of the idea 
that don’t clearly fall under “Pluses” or “Minuses” under “Interesting.” Once you have done that, 
write your formal response to the statement under the chart. 
 
Statement: We should extend diplomatic relations with Israel.  
Pluses Minuses Interesting 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
Response:  
Sheila Ahuja 
 
 
 
 
  
What is PMI? 
PMI stands for Plus, Minus, and 
Interesting Question. It is a note-taking 
strategy that helps students evaluate an 
issue or question. 
How Do You Teach the PMI Strategy? 
1. First, you need to decide how students are 
going to complete the PMI. This strategy 
could work well either completed 
individually or in groups. 
2. Introduce the topic that the students will be 
thinking about. 
3. Have students read the text. 
4. Have the students fill out the Plus (what 
they thought was positive), Minus (what 
they thought was negative), and Interesting 
questions (what they would like to know 
more about). 
Switch steps 3 and 4 to change this into a before 
reading activity 
5. Have students share their conclusions and 
how they came to those conclusions. 
When Should I Use This Strategy? 
 PMI could be used either before or 
after reading. 
If it is used before reading, it can 
activate students’ prior knowledge on 
an issue that they are about to read 
about. 
Using it after reading can help 
students review and reflect on the 
information they just read about. 
Why Should I Use the PMI Strategy? 
The PMI strategy allows students the opportunity 
to critically evaluate the information present in a text 
or their own prior knowledge about a topic in a 
structured format. It is an improved version of a 
Plus-Minus table because it has space for the student 
to make note if he/she wants to find out more about a 
specific topic. 
PMI is something that, along with improving 
reading comprehension, students can use in other 
content areas and outside of school all together. 
Students could use it to evaluate important decisions 
like which college they want to attend. 
Possible Variations on PMI: 
 Because this strategy works 
well with informational text, it 
would be relatively simple to 
work into an English or Social 
Studies class with a text they 
would normally read for 
background information. 
 PMI could also be used in a 
Spanish class with a Spanish 
text. 
"Strategies and Tools for Group Processing." Heartland Area Education Agency 11, 2006. Web. 22 Oct. 2012. 
Jonson, Kathleen Feeney. 60 Strategies for Improving Reading Comprehension in Grades K-8. Thousand Oaks, 
CA: Corwin, 2006. Google Books. Google. Web. 22 Oct. 2012. 
"Plus, Minus, Interesting." - Decision-Making Tools From MindTools.com. Mind Tools Ltd., n.d. Web. 22 Oct. 
2012. <http://www.mindtools.com/pages/article/newTED_05.htm>. 
"Strategies and Tools for Group Processing." Heartland Area Education Agency 11, 2006. Web. 22 Oct. 2012. 
"Teach Them How To Read!" Cooperative Learning Strategies- PMI, Think Pair Share, Placemat. N.p., 10 Jan. 
2011. Web. 22 Oct. 2012. 
Burke pp. 230-232 
  
Name: ___________________________________ Date: ___________________ Period: ______  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plus Minus Interesting Question 
   
   
   
   
   
 
Directions: Today, we will be reading an article about whether students should still be 
taught cursive handwriting in the third grade. In groups of three, read the text and then 
pull out any pluses (reasons why cursive should be taught), minuses (reasons why it 
should not be taught), and interesting questions (anything you would like to learn more 
about). When you are finished, use the information you have pulled from the text to 
make a conclusion about whether you think cursive handwriting should still be taught 
in schools. 
Conclusion: 
Isaac Trostle 
Point of View Guides (POVG) 
What is this Strategy? 
 This strategy is a basic, fun writing exercise that gets students to connect to their 
readings in a free form.   
 This strategy based on reading text and writing about what has been learned so it 
is best fit for Science, Social Studies, and English classes. 
 The main goal of a POVG is for the students to “get inside the skin of a character 
or subject being studied.”  
 These writings can be in any point of view so it allows for students to see 
different points of view, including their own. 
How to do this Strategy? 
 Identify important points of view and construct the questions. These questions 
should be focused on the more important aspects of the text.  
 Have the students read the assigned text for the assignment while having the 
students takes notes as they read.  
 Proceed to have students respond to the situation(s) and question(s) presented. 
(Students can also read the prompt before reading if the teacher wants them to 
have a good idea on what to write about.) 
Why is this Strategy important? 
 POVG encourages speculation, inferential thinking and elaboration. 
 Students learn to contribute and connect their own experiences with knowledge. 
When do you use this Strategy? 
 After: 
o See what students learned, along with their opinions and thoughts. 
o Solidity content that was read; Repetition. 
Variations: 
 Similar/Different points of view  
 Panels 
 Presentations 
Sources:  http://www.state.tn.us/education/ci/english/doc/ENG_3081.pdf   
http://jendeal.edu.glogster.com/glog-material-scaffolding 
Vacca, Richard T., Jo Anne L. Vacca, and Maryann E. Mraz. Content Area Reading: Literacy 
and Learning across the Curriculum. Boston: Pearson, 2011. Print. 
 
Isaac Trostle 
Name_____________________________  
Date __________  Period __________ 
 
Point of View Guide (POVG) 
 
Directions: Make sure that you have read pages 156-161 in your textbook before 
completing this assignment. Once you are finished, read the situation 
below and respond to the following question. 
 
Situation: You are a Jewish teenager that has been in one of Germany’s 
concentration camps during World War II. You have been there for 3 months. 
 
Question:  What have you had to endure the past week in your assigned 
concentration camp? 
 
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 ________________________________________________________________________________________________  
              Mertel 9-26 
            Vacca 286-287 
 
What: A series of questions or prompts that force students to visualize 
life through the eyes of another person, animal, or thing. 
How: Develop questions, or have students develop questions, that will 
help them look at the text through someone else’s eyes. 
When: Before, during or after reading. Before reading, students would 
formulate their prior knowledge and assumptions. During reading would 
help students to read from different character’s perspectives as they go 
along. After reading would get students to reflect and think about 
different ways to interpret the text. 
Why: Because if we only view life through our own eyes, we shut out a 
whole other world. To better understand the text students need to look 
at it from a variety of perspectives and points of view. 
Content Area Examples: 
 Science- Write your daily routine as a gall bladder. 
 English- Hamlet, why didn’t you avenge your father’s death right away? 
 Math- Numerator, what would happen if I doubled the denominator? 
 Social Studies- What kind of struggles did you endure in the trenches? 
 Spanish- ¿Don Quijote, porque atacaste a los molinos de viento? 
Resources: 
 www.cantonlocal.org/Downloads/Content_tip_5.doc 
 mrsbaileywhsenglish.wikispaces.com/file/view/POV+Quiz+2010.doc 
 http://literacyideasbpiandwmec.blogspot.com/2009_12_01_archive.html  
  
Name:___________________     Date:___________ 
 
Point of View Guide: Migrant Workers 
Directions: Read the passage about migrant workers. Then answer the questions 
on a separate piece of paper as though you are one of the migrant workers of the 
1850s. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Questions 
1. Why did you leave your country to work in America? 
2. What are your living conditions in America? 
3. Do you regret coming to America? Why? 
4. What is your relation with the other migrant workers from other countries? 
The history of migrant and seasonal 
farmworkers is almost as old as the country itself. 
Farmworkers have always lived in the shadows of 
communities, living and working under hazardous 
unsanitary conditions while surviving on meager 
wages with poor access to education, welfare, and 
health care. From our nation’s creation, agriculture 
and the small family farmer were considered 
essential components of democracy. These small 
farmers, except in the slave dependent south, relied 
on family, locally hired hands, or neighbors to meet 
the seasonal labor demands of agriculture. 
 As the crop production grew larger and more 
specialized, labor was required on a more seasonal 
basis. By the 1850s demand for farming production 
increased to a level that immigrants from several 
countries were brought in by employment agencies 
to meet the demand. Along the east coast, African 
Americans and poor Anglos joined newly arriving 
European immigrants as part of the seasonal labor 
force. While on the west coast, farmers began 
hiring large numbers of immigrants from China, 
Japan, and Mexico. In the south, the seasonal need 
was met by slaves, and after the Civil War, by 
former slaves, Native Americans, and poor Anglos. 
 -Natural Center for Farmworker Health 
 
Questioning the Author (QtA) Andrea Syukur 
Richard T. & Jo Anne L. Vacca Content Area Reading, p. 204-206 
Jim Burke Reading Reminders, p. 177-178 
 
“Not comprehending what the author 
is trying to say is not always the 
fault of the reader.” 
 --Vacca (204) 
 
   
   
 
 
Questioning the Author is a 
comprehension strategy that 
encourages deep questioning and 
constructing meaning through 
questioning the text. It encourages a 
dialogue with the author and gives 
students a chance to understand an 
author’s intentions through their writing  
(Vacca 204). 
How do I 
use this 
strategy
? 
First, teachers most work through this three stage process: 
1. Identify major understandings and potential problems with the text, 
2. Segment text into logical stopping points for discussion, and 
3. Develop questions or “queries” that model and demo how to “question 
the author.” 
From here, form a discussion group and use “discussion moves” (Vacca 205). 
What is a QtA? 
Marking—Acknowledge important 
statements students create 
Turning Back—Have students look 
back in the text for clarification 
Revoicing—Assist students express 
their ideas; rephrase statements, if 
necessary. 
Modeling—Teacher “thinks aloud” 
about difficult issues 
Annotating—Provide students with 
information not in text to understand 
concepts 
Recapping—Summarize the main 
ideas to move through the lesson 
(Vacca 206) 
Why use it in the classroom? 
QtA helps students comprehend confusing 
text and increases engagement with the text. 
It also helps increase independence of readers 
from teacher supported texts. Through 
questioning the author, students become 
aware of the decisions an author makes 
through their writing. QtA brings to light the 
possibility of a “fallible author” and shows 
students that it’s not their fault when they 
can’t understand something an author writes 
(Raymond Jones). 
When do I use this? 
 During reading: As students are 
reading, asking question and 
discussing them alleviates confusion 
and lets them comprehend the text. 
 After reading: Upon review of the 
text, students can critique the author’s 
writing (Reading Rockets). 
Possible Variations 
 Various Content Areas ELL Students 
 Science: New 
concepts, readings 
filled with science 
jargon. 
 History: When 
studying different 
cultures 
 Have students 
work in groups 
with varying 
abilities (Reading 
Rockets) 
Additional Sources 
Jones, Raymond C. Questioning the Author. Raymond C. Jones., 2012. Web. Sept. 12, 2012. 
“Question the Author.” Reading Rockets. Washington Educational Television Authority, 2012. Web. 12 Sept. 2012. 
 
Questioning the Author (QtA) Handout Name: __________________________ 
 for August 2026: There Will Come Soft Rains by Ray Bradbury 
 
Learning Targets: 
1. The student will be able to identify an author’s intention through their words and text 
structure. 
2. The student will be able to form queries that question the author’s intentions. 
3. The student will be able to explain why authors make certain choices in their writing by 
looking at text structure. 
 
Directions Today, we will be 
reading two chunks of Ray 
Bradbury’s August 2026: There 
Will Come Soft Rains and 
practicing the QtA literacy 
strategy. As we read through the 
chunks of text, think of some 
“queries” that question Mr. 
Bradbury’s intentions 
(Examples: Why does the author 
mention this and not that? What 
is the point that the author is 
trying to make?). In your group, 
come up with a question 
together that challenges the 
author and also enhances your 
reading of the story. In the first 
column, write out a quote that 
your question comes from. In the second column, write out your question. In the third column, 
write some possible answers.  
 
Quote question 
derives from 
Question Possible  
Answers 
“In the living room the voice-
clock sang…as if it were afraid 
that nobody would.” 
Why would the author include 
that phrase “as if it were afraid 
nobody would”?   
 Maybe the family are all 
heavy sleepers. 
 Maybe there is no one around 
to turn off the alarm clock. 
   
   
  
August 2026: There Will Come Soft Rains by Ray Bradbury 
 
 
In the living room the voice-clock sang, Tick-Tock, seven o’clock, time to get up, time to 
get up, seven o’clock! as if it were afraid that nobody would. The morning house lay empty. The 
clock ticked on, repeating and repeating its sounds into the emptiness. Seven-nine, breakfast 
time, seven-nine! 
 In the kitchen the breakfast stove gave a hissing sigh and ejected from its warm interior 
eight pieces of perfectly browned toast, eight eggs sunny-side up, sixteen slices of bacon, two 
coffees, and two cool glasses of milk. 
 “Today is August 4 2026,” said a second voice from the kitchen ceiling, “in the city of 
Allendale, California.” It repeated the date three times for memory’s sake. 
Ten o’clock. The sun came out from behind the rain. The house stood alone in a city of 
rubble and ashes. This was the one house left standing. At night the ruined city gave off a 
radioactive glow which could be seen for miles. 
Ten-fifteen. The garden sprinklers whirled up in golden founts, filing the soft morning air 
with scatterings of brightness. The water pelted windowpanes, running down the charred west 
side where the house had been burned evenly free of its white paint. The entire west face of the 
house was black, save for five places. Here the silhouette in paint of a man moving a lawn. Here, 
as in a photograph, a woman bent to pick flowers. Still farther over, their images burned on wood 
in one titanic instant, a small boy, hands flung into the air; higher up, the image of a thrown ball, 
and opposite him a girl, hands raised to catch a ball which never came down. 
The five spots of paint—the man, the woman, the children, the ball—remained. The rest 
was a thin charcoaled layer. 
 
 
 
Question the Author (QTA) Teacher Version 
 
 
--- WHAT IS IT? ---  
Question the author is a strategy that instills within readers how to actively engage in a text 
through the use of questioning.  
 
--- HOW DO YOU USE IT? ---  
Lesson planning for effective use of (QTA) 
Before:  
 Identify a text that students will read 
 Devise a grouping strategy  
 Construct a student centered enactment framework 
 Generate questions to stimulate discussion 
During:   
 Explain what the strategy, (QTA) is and how it works 
 Ask students to role play the strategy to demonstrate understanding 
 Distribute the chosen text    
 Enact the strategy while students are reading the text 
 Ask students to think aloud 
 Probe and redirect students thinking  
 Evaluate the text through the students eyes  
 Identify what areas of the text may be problematic for students 
 Recap, clarify, and highlight important parts of the text 
 
 
--- WHY USE IT? --- 
This strategy will help students construct a more comprehensive understanding of the text 
by challenging them to think about the author’s choices, intentions, and agenda. Further, students 
will be able to compare and contrast ideas with one another and will be better able to identify key 
ideas within a text. When students are actively struggling with the text they will ask questions and 
will go beyond understanding the words of the text and will begin to evaluate more dynamic 
features of the text. They will be able to use higher order thinking skills and will expand and 
elaborate upon the author’s ideas. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
--- WHEN TO USE IT --- 
 
 
 
 
Terence Enders 
Sources: 
Burke, Jim. (2000). Reading Reminders. “Question the Author 177-178”. Boynton Cook Publishers.  
Sept. 12 2012 Print. 
Vacca, Richard; Vacca, Jo Anne. (2011). Content Area Reading. “Question the Author 204-206”.  
Pearson Education Inc. Sept. 12 2012 Print. 
Beck, I.L., & McKeown, M.G., Hamilton, R.L., & Kugan, L. (1997). Questioning the author: An approach for  
enhancing student engagement with text. Newark, DE: International Reading Association. 
 
 
 
 
 “Honey is sweet and 
so is knowledge, but 
knowledge is like 
the bee that made 
the honey; it has to 
be chased through 
the pages of a 
book!” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Question the Author (QTA) Student Version 
WHY ARE WE LEARNING THIS STRATEGY? 
Strategy Promotes: active engagement, analysis, and evaluation of text   
By learning to questions the author of a text a learner begins to actively go 
beyond understanding the text and begins to question, analyze, and evaluate 
many dynamic features of the text.  
 
EXAMPLE QUESTIONS  
1.) What is the author trying to say here? 
2.) What are the author’s intentions? 
3.) What point is the author trying to make here? 
 
 
DIRECTIONS: Read the passage bellow. As you read the text think about the three example 
questions that were given and also think about the question that you came up with! Write your 
notes in the column on the right. 
 
 
Name___________________________   Period___________________________   Date_______________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I had a grade school teacher who taught 
geography by pulling a map of the world down 
in front of the blackboard. I had a classmate in 
the sixth grade that raised his hand and he 
pointed to the outline of the east coast of South 
America, and he pointed to the west coast of 
Africa, and he asked, "Did they ever fit 
together?" And the teacher said, "Of course not! 
That's the most ridiculous thing I've ever heard." 
That student went on to be a drug addict and a 
never did well. That teacher went on to be a 
science advisor in the current administration…” 
AL GORE – An Inconvenient Truth “Movie” 
 
 
 
 
1.) What is the author trying to say here? 
 
 
 
2.) What are the author’s intentions? 
 
 
 
3.) What point is the author trying to make 
here? 
 
 
4.) What is an additional question you could 
ask the author? 
 
 
 
“Students come to view their roles as readers as 
grappling with the text” (Vacca) 
Teacher                                                                                                                   Marcus Hostetler 
 
How to read an Image    
 “Just as there are components and common meaning for the elements of verbal literacy, 
elements and common meaning exist for the elements of visual literacy” 
Types of images 
 Advertisements  
 Collage 
 Drawings 
 Icons  
 Logos 
 Paintings  
 Photographs  
 “I distinguish between these and the visual explanations by emphasizing the role of aesthetic intent and 
artistic purpose”- Burke  
 
Why images are important 
 Develops skills needed to read other texts 
 Helps the visualization printed text 
 Invites the reader to make inferences through critical thinking 
 Images are all around us (text to world relationship) 
Questions to ask when reading an image 
 Why are we looking at this? 
 What are we looking for? 
 How should we look at this? 
 What choices did the artist make and how did they affect its meaning? 
 What is the main idea or argument the image expresses? 
Specific activities using images and when to use them 
 
Before: Images can be used to prime students about the main ideas in the text. Challenges student to analyze 
important concepts that are essential to the text (history, relationships, symbols, style). 
 Three titles: Display a series of images without background information. Have students create titles for 
each image and explain their reasoning. * Requires students to analyze different components about the image and 
use their prior knowledge and reasoning in order to determine a title that best fits.  
 
During: Images can be used to clarify, describe, and narrate significant ideas from the text. Requires active 
reading and application of ideas from the text. 
 Writing the captions: Give students a series of images that describe a process or an event. Students must 
explain process for each image. *This will illustrate students’ comprehension of the text and its main ideas 
(History/Science/English). 
 
After: Images can be used as a tool for assessment, recall, and a method for making content more meaningful.  
 Image essay- Students create a set of images organized around an idea or subject. Each idea should 
advance the idea and communicate with the reader as a written essay would. * Provides students with a different 
way to show their knowledge. Beneficial for ELL students or students with special needs.  
 
Sources: Burke, Jim “Reading Images” Illuminating Texts. 2001. Ch. 7 pp. 136-160  
 Burke, Jim. “Read Images.” Reading Reminders. Boynton Cook Publishers, 20122. 146-148. 
Name:____________________________               Date:______________              Period:______________  
   
 
   
 Using personal logo 
Directions: Using the topic provided in your group, design an image 
depicting the respective topic. This logo should have specific, intentional 
characteristics (color scheme, shape, size. ect.) that pertain to your 
topic. With your group: 1) Create your logo using the space provided.       
2) Explain your reasoning behind your uses of these specific 
characteristics and how they represent your topic.   
1) Logo: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2) Explanation: 
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Task: 1) Choose your favorite composer or musical era. Discuss the musical characteristics or 
developments that were happening at the time. 
2)         Design an image/icon to represent this composer/musical era as well as its characteristics. 
 
 
Task: 1) Choose your favorite rebellion in U.S. history (i.e. Boston Tea Party). Discuss what 
events caused this rebellion 
 
2) Based on the discussion, create an image/icon that encompasses the rebellion and the 
events that triggered it. 
 
 
 
Task:1) The saying that “math is everywhere” is often quoted in the school systems. Discuss 
different ways in which math is used in everyday life. 
 
2) Based on your discussion in the preceding step, create an image/logo to represent the 
prevalence of math in the world. 
 
 
 
 
1) Discuss your favorite topic in Biology that you have learned so far.  
 
2) In your group, create an image/icon to represent that topic. 
 
 
 
1) Discuss your favorite character/protagonist from a book. What makes him/her a good 
protagonist? What flaws does he/she have that they eventually overcome? 
 
2) Create an image that represents this character/protagonist that encompasses all of his/her 
characteristics. 
   
Reading an Image                                                                                                                Patrick Ruddy 
 
What: Reading an image is just like reading a text; students are taught to search for meaning and 
content in what is given to them.  Just like when reading a text, reading an image is completed by 
analyzing the image’s features, design, style, and symbols to look for relationships, context, and 
meaning.  An image can be almost anything- an advertisement, collage, drawing, painting, logo, 
monument, photograph, or even product packaging.   
 
How: Reading an image requires some different skills than reading a text, and these skills must 
be taught.  When approaching an image, people tend to see it holistically.  Students must be 
taught to break down an image and examine its individual components in the same way that they 
are taught to break down a paragraph to analyze each sentence.  This is a mindset change; 
students should be shown that in order to read images they need to spend as much time looking at 
the image as they would reading a page in a book.  It is better to look at less for longer when it 
comes to reading an image.  When teaching how to read in image, a teacher should focus on the 
meaning and content behind the image, not the image itself.  Humans have used images as a form 
of communication longer than language, so teachers should focus on the emotional reactions of 
students to activate their innate abilities to glean meaning from an image.  To guide students to be 
able to read an image, provide them with a roadmap by asking questions to get them thinking 
about the image.  Examples of possible questions include:  What are you looking at? Who is the 
author and what is their motive? How does the image make you feel? What is the context behind 
the image? How do the individual components of the image relate to one another? 
 
Why: Images are used to describe, explain, narrate, and persuade.  Teaching students how to read 
images is especially valuable because they can use their skills in and out of the classroom.  For 
instance, students can learn to be wary of advertisements which are used to persuade them to buy 
a product.  Reading an image is a valuable analytical skill which leads to higher level thinking 
and unlocks a whole new world for students.  After learning to read images, a student may be able 
to glean information about culture, context, and history of the author/society that created the 
image just by analyzing it.  Students may read an image for information, to find a narrative, or 
even just for aesthetic purposes like gaining a deeper appreciation for a work of art.  Reading 
images teaches students skills of analysis and logic.   
 
When: Reading an image is a skill which is used during the reading of the image.  Reading an 
image encourages students to be active and read an image instead of simply looking at it.  
However, reading an image also has a reflective component where the students must apply the 
information they learned about the image from using their reading skills to come to a conclusion 
about what the image is saying.  This component of reading an image occurs after reading.   
 
Variations: An English teacher could challenge students to represent a short story with a single 
image-whether it be a drawing, photo, or even something found online.  The key is the meaning, 
not the image itself.  Students could take turns reading each other’s images to demonstrate that 
they can relate the short story to an image.  Since images can be almost anything, this strategy can 
very easily be used in any discipline.  History teachers could have students read photographs, art 
teachers could show paintings, and Spanish teachers could expose students to Spanish 
architecture.   
 
Additional Sources: 
Burke, Jim. "Reading Images." Illuminating Texts: How to Teach Students to Read the World. Portsmouth,  
NH: Heinemann, 2001. 136-61. Print. 
"Reading Images: An Introduction to Visual Literacy." Reading Images: An Introduction to Visual  
Literacy. N.p., n.d. Web. 10 Oct. 2012. <http://www.learnnc.org/lp/pages/675>. 
Name________________________________________          Period_________         Date______________ 
 
 
Reading an Image 
 
Directions: As you attempt to read the images on the screen, complete the organizer below with your table group.  
Answer the questions in each box to the best of your ability according to your table’s reading of the 
image.  This organizer will help you arrange your thoughts and guide your questions about the image.  
This will allow you to read the image and come to a conclusion about what the purpose and meaning of 
the image is.   
 
 
 
           Type of Image                      Physical Characteristics  
   What am I looking at? A photo? A drawing?                                     What is in the image? 
 
 
 
 
  
                                               
 
Emotional Response 
How does this image make me feel? 
 
                                                                                                                                             
 
Conclusion 
What story is this image telling? What is the purpose of the image? 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                          
Read Tests: Teacher Side 
Derek Schneeman 
Burke p. 149-150      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCES 
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook Publishers, Inc., 2000. Print. 
Gist , Robert. "S.M.A.R.T. Test Taking Skills." uccs.edu. University Colorado Colorado Springs, n.d. Web. 9 Oct 2012. 
http://www.arcamax.com/thefunnies/zits/ 
What are Read Test Strategies?  
-As teachers, it is critical for us to 
remember that tests are text too. Just 
like any other text we assign our 
students, reading a test can provide its 
own unique challenges. Read test 
strategies are important steps students 
should follow in order to help them 
better understand text within tests. 
(Burke 149). 
How Do I Teach Students to Effectively Read Tests? 
Burke offers a number of helpful strategies for students to become more 
effective test takers: 
Skim and Scan 
Do the easy ones first 
Read all the possible answers first before answering 
Eliminate the wrong answers 
Paraphrase the question in your own words 
Watch out for traps 
Try to answer the question before looking at the answers 
Read recursively 
Read the answer sheet 
Answer in the order that works best for you 
 
 
When should this strategy be used? 
Before reading: It makes sense to actually teach 
students how to read a test before they actually take 
a test in your class. Be sure to explain not only the 
personal steps, such as “paraphrase the question in 
your own words,” but also be clear with the students 
as to how your tests will be structured. 
During reading: It may sound simple, but going over 
these read test strategies with your students can go 
a long way in helping them improve their test-taking 
ability. For example, read the answer sheet is crucial! 
A principal recently told me that around 8-10 high-
achieving students every year do not reach AYP 
simply because their answer sheets were out of 
sequence. 
Why use Read Test strategies in the classroom? 
-Using Read Test strategies in the classroom will help 
your students better prepare themselves for unit 
tests. If the students know what kind of language will 
be on the test, as well as how the test will be 
constructed, chances are they will feel more 
comfortable and ultimately receive better scores. 
 
-Furthermore, teaching Read Test strategies will also 
transition to other classes and, perhaps most 
importantly, could possibly help improve students’ 
scores on standardized tests. We all know how 
important standardized tests are under NCLB. 
Teaching students how to become more effective test 
takers certainly can’t hurt their scores. 
 
 
 
 
More advice on Read 
Test strategies. 
-Tell students that they 
should always ask for 
further clarification if they 
are unsure about a 
problem. 
-Watch for questions that 
are asking the same thing, 
but are phrased 
differently in another 
place. 
 1. Watch clip of Boy Meets World (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HpX6LO2CDMk). 
a. What was Cory and Topanga’s immediate reaction to learning that they had a test? I think we can 
all feel Cory, Shawn, and Topanga’s pain from the clip.  
b. Tests cause anxiety, stress,  
c. Today we’re going to discuss some strategies on how to become better test takers in order to 
alleviate this stress. 
2. Quick:  Think, Pair, Share within groups 
a. What are some test taking strategies that we have been told over and over again? 
b. Are they helpful? 
3. Maintain your think, pair, share groups for the next activity. 
a. Pass out Read Test strategies. 
b. Discuss within your pairs (5 min) if you have heard of the strategy and whether or not you 
believe that strategy is effective. 
c. Come up to the whiteboard and present your strategy to the class. Describe the strategy in your 
own words! 
4. It is critical for us to remember that tests are text too!  
a. There is a considerable amount of reading in each test. 
b. There are some strategies we can use to help us read tests more efficiently. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Name: _____________________ 
Date:______________________ 
Period_____ 
Read Test Strategies 
Directions: Please fill out the T-Note sheet as we discuss important Read Test strategies in class. Be 
sure to list the name of the Read Test strategy on the left, and the definition of the strategy on the right. 
Then, answer the questions at the bottom of the page. 
 
Name of Read Test Strategy  Definition of Read Test Strategy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Questions: 
1. Which Read Test strategy do you think is most effective? Why or Why Not 
2. Which Read Test strategies had you already known about? Which ones are new to you? 
 
 
 
   
Kaitlyn Siegel 
Reading Tests 
 
Information your students should have about reading the text on their tests. 
 
Too many students perform poorly on tests due to misunderstandings of the way 
questions are presented or how directions are written. 
 
How to Help the Problem: 
 Stress the directions 
o If you write the test, make sure your directions are clear and precise. 
o Instruct students to very carefully read directions on any test in any 
content area. 
 Suggest that students reword directions they find confusing to 
help them understand 
o Frequently remind students to refer to the directions 
 Discuss the order in which questions will be answered 
o Tell students to complete tests in the order they choose 
 For example, completing all of the easy questions first or all of 
the essay questions last—whatever makes sense to them 
 Answering the easy questions helps students trigger 
background knowledge, which primes them for the more 
difficult questions 
 Provide multiple choice strategies 
o Remind students to read all the answers before choosing one 
o Stress that students should be on the lookout for words such as not, 
except, etc. 
o Teach process of elimination for unknown questions 
 
Before/During/After 
 Before: Test should always be read before beginning them to allow for 
maximum understanding of the directions and questions. 
 During: Rereading should occur during the test to maintain understanding 
 After: If time allows, students should revisit the directions and questions. 
This could help students catch misunderstandings and mistakes they made 
while taking the test. 
 
 
Always make students aware of unusual testing styles that you use or that are used 
commonly in your content area. Preparing students for the style of a test can 
improve their test scores simply because they will better understand what is 
expected of them. 
 
 
Works Cited 
Burke, Jim. "Read Tests." Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000. 149-50. Print. 
Name: __________________________________ Period: ___________________ Date: _______________________ 
 
Tips and Tricks for Reading Tests 
 
Directions for Every Test: READ THE DIRECTIONS! Always be aware of what you 
are expected to do. This could save you both time and points that you might 
otherwise lose by completing the questions incorrectly. 
 
 Remember: Reread the directions frequently. 
 
Multiple Choice Questions 
1. Read all the answers before choosing one 
2. Eliminate answers you know are incorrect. 
3. Be careful of tricky words (see Words to Watch For box). They will affect the 
answer to the question! 
4. Try to think of the answer before you read the choices—this way, when you 
see the answer you expected, you will know it is likely correct. 
 
These Tips are important because answers that may appear correct are not always 
the best answer. 
 Example: 
  Question: Where is Mount Rushmore located? 
a. The United States 
b. Canada 
c. Texas 
d. South Dakota 
 
As seen above, both options a and d are 
correct, but d is the best answer (and could 
easily have been overlooked!) 
 
General Tips 
 Frequently revisit the questions and 
directions to be sure you are answering them 
properly. 
 Budget your time. Spend MORE time on 
questions that will take LONGER to answer. 
 Use context clues for unknown vocabulary or concepts. 
 
 
Before turning in your test, make sure you have 
answered any questions you skipped! 
Words to Watch For 
 Not 
 Except 
 Always 
 Never 
 All 
 None 
  David Bajjalieh 
Save the Last Word 
What are they? 
 It is a small group-based, discussion type reading strategy that allows readers to share what they 
found most interesting about a text and see what others found intriguing about it. 
What you’re doing? 
1. The set up is simple – divide students into small groups (four being ideal) and have them read 
through a text marking what statements, phrases or ideas they find most interesting or central to 
the reading (make sure they are marking one more reading a there are people in the group). 
2. Next have them share, one-by-one, their favorite underlined statement BUT THAT IS IT – they 
say or read no more. The other members of their group take turns then sharing their own 
thoughts on that statement (if they too underlined it share what they thought about it as well) and 
once all other members have shared a reaction the original sharer has “the last word”, then the 
next member shares one of theirs and so on. 
You can structure it so there is a limited amount of time for each speaker and can assign special “Time-
keepers” to do it (ex: 1 min per speaker). You can have them record their own thoughts on the back of 
the card and then the last word is them sharing what they thought. Make sure it is clear that a selection 
or phrase is only used once per group so they are not talking about the same thing twice. It is a good idea 
to conclude with a wrap up discussion either in the group or as a whole class. 
Why do this? 
This strategy allows student to look at several different areas of a text. Not all students will be as 
intrigued by everything in a reading so other areas and other perspectives are brought to the surface 
either by looking at a section they had not considered or through hearing how other readers interpreted a 
section differently than they did. 
 
When would you use this? 
This is a during and after reading activity with the student actively reading the text indicating the 
interesting bits they find and then sharing and discussing the text in a group afterwards. 
 
For more:  
Patricia Averette. Http://www.nsrfharmony.org. National School Reform Faculty, n.d. Web. 
"Save the Last Word for Me." Home. Http://www.facinghistory.org, 2012. Web. 22 Oct. 2012. 
<http://www.facinghistory.org/resources/strategies/save-last-word-me>. 
http://www.education.nh.gov/spotlight/ccss/documents/last_word.pdf
  David Bajjalieh 
 
NAME______________________ 
Pass the Punch-Line 
While going through the selected reading underline 5 sentences, 
phrases or statements that you think stand out or are important or 
interesting to you and write why you feel it is important below. Then 
with your group go around in a circle and one-by-one (Starting with 
the person with the longest hair) read one of your highlighted 
sentences AND THAT IS IT and let all members of the group respond to 
it before you say what you thought made it interesting. Then the 
person to your left shares a statement the group hasn’t already 
discussed that they chose. At the end of the discussion write 3-5 
sentences to sum up what you thought of the source. 
 
 
1.   
 
 
2.   
 
  
3.   
  
 
4.   
 
 
5.  
 
Summary:___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________ 
Patrick Ruddy 
Save the Last Word for Me 
 
What: Save the Last Word for Me is a summarization technique based on group discussion and 
identification of key sentences from a text.  Students read the text and pick out a few sentences 
which they feel are important and would like to discuss.  In small groups, the students take turns 
reading their sections, but they must wait until everyone else has commented on their sentence 
before they can contribute their own thoughts on how they feel about their sentence. 
 
How: While students are reading, have them pick out a few sentences which they would like to 
discuss in a small group in class. These can be sentences which the students have a strong 
reaction to (positive or negative) or deem as important to understanding the text as a whole.  
Students will then write these sentences down and prepare to discuss why they chose those 
sentences.  In class, the students will be divided into small groups and given an opportunity to 
share their sentences.  Once a sentence is read, the students take turns questioning, agreeing with, 
refuting, or commenting on the statement.  The student who shared the sentence listens to the 
reactions of his/her group members, and then as the last word says why they wanted to discuss 
that sentence. 
 
Why: Save the Last Word for Me is a summarization technique which will give students 
extended exposure to the key points in a text.  By discussing the important sections, students will 
have a chance to be social and engage in a meaningful discussion about the text, which will give 
them a better chance of remembering it in the long run.  Also, students will read more actively 
since they will be looking for important sentences and thinking about how they might react to 
those sentences in a group discussion.  By having to wait to hear what the other group members 
say before giving their opinion on their own sentence, students will also be taught a valuable 
lesson in conversational maturity.   
 
When: This strategy is one which is utilized throughout the reading process.  Before reading, 
students quickly look over the text to identify what they think might be the most important 
sentences.  During reading, the students are active and engaged because they are contemplating 
how they would react to the key sentences in a group discussion.  After reading, the students 
come together as a group to discuss.  In this way, Save the Last Word for Me is a valuable 
strategy which pervades the entire reading process.  Generally, this strategy would best be used 
only occasionally since students might get bored of the format if it is done too often, however, 
for especially opinionated and social classes, Save the Last Word for Me might be something 
that they really enjoy.   
 
Variations: Save the Last Word for Me can very easily be effective for any content area.  
Whether students are reading a text in history, science, or english, identifying and discussing key 
sentences will help the students better engage with the content.  In a foreign language class, a 
teacher could challenge their students to discuss the text in the language being studied, 
depending on the grade level and proficiency of the class.   
  
Source: Wormeli, Rick. "Save the Last Word for Me." Summarization in Any Subject: 50  
Techniques to Improve Student Learning. Alexandria, VA: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, 2005. 136-37. 
Print. 
 
Name_________________________________________  Period_______  Date_________________ 
 
 
Save the Last Word for Me 
 
Directions: As you read the text below, mark at least two sentences which you find to 
be of particular importance.  These can be sentences which you think state central ideas, 
or sentences which elicit a strong reaction from you.  Write these sentences down, choose 
one, and share it with your group.  Let each of your group members comment on your 
sentence, and then when everybody else has spoken, you may say what you think about 
your sentence.  Bonus points to anyone who can correctly guess the name and author of 
the book from which this text comes from (hint: our next unit will be on World War II).  
Happy discussing! 
 
 
     All this was inspired by the principle – which is quite true in itself – that in the big lie there is 
always a certain force of credibility; because the broad masses of a nation are always more easily 
corrupted in the deeper strata of their emotional nature than consciously or voluntarily; and thus 
in the primitive simplicity of their minds they more readily fall victims to the big lie than the 
small lie, since they themselves often tell small lies in little matters but would be ashamed to 
resort to large-scale falsehoods. It would never come into their heads to fabricate colossal 
untruths, and they would not believe that others could have the impudence to distort the truth so 
infamously. Even though the facts which prove this to be so may be brought clearly to their 
minds, they will still doubt and waver and will continue to think that there may be some other 
explanation. For the grossly impudent lie always leaves traces behind it, even after it has been 
nailed down, a fact which is known to all expert liars in this world and to all who conspire 
together in the art of lying. These people know only too well how to use falsehood for the basest 
purposes.  
     From time immemorial. however, the Jews have known better than any others how falsehood 
and calumny can be exploited. Is not their very existence founded on one great lie, namely, that 
they are a religious community, whereas in reality they are a race? And what a race! One of the 
greatest thinkers that mankind has produced has branded the Jews for all time with a statement 
which is profoundly and exactly true. He (Schopenhauer) called the Jew "The Great Master of 
Lies". Those who do not realize the truth of that statement, or do not wish to believe it, will 
never be able to lend a hand in helping Truth to prevail.  
 
 
My two sentences: 
1.__________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2.__________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Semantic (Cognitive) Mapping  
Alexandra Coon  
What is Semantic Mapping? 
A Semantic Map is a fancy word for a graphic organizer or chart. A Semantic Map has three parts: (1) Core Question or Concept, (2) 
Strands, (3) Supports. The Core Question or Concept is stated as a keyword, phrase, or question, and it establishes the main focus of the 
map. The Strands are the subordinate ideas generated by the student that help clarify the Core Question/Concept. Lastly, the 
Supports are the details, inferences, and generalizations that are related to each strand.  
Why should I use Semantic Mapping? 
First and foremost, Semantic Maps are graphic organizers that allow students to identify and focus on key elements of the subject, as 
well as arrange, clarify, and retain important ideas and information.  
 
Using a Semantic Map allows the reader to visualize the connections and relationships between concepts, ideas, phrases, words, etc. 
Semantic Mapping helps learners build and solidify a rich word/concept understanding by drawing upon prior knowledge of key word 
components and utilizing it to formulate new cognitive structures.  
 
Not only are Semantic Maps a useful tool for differentiating instruction, teachers also avoid the problem of teaching a restricted, 
conventional outline format. Instead, the students are responsible for generating a logical arrangement among key words or phrases that 
connect main ideas to subordinate information. 
How do I use Semantic Mapping? 
When Semantic Maps are used, instruction should begin with teacher-guided modeling and illustration, and conclude with student-
generated answers. To begin with, it may be more efficient for you to provide the Core Question/Concept, and allow the students to 
develop the Strands and Supports. As the students become more acquainted with the strategy, you may find it beneficial to allow them to 
form their own Core Questions/Concepts as well.  
 
When using this strategy, consider the variability of the learners and encourage differentiation within Semantic Mapping. Some of your 
students may prefer more linear representations of the Semantic Maps, so it may be beneficial to provide options for the type of Semantic 
Map used. See sources listed below for different map types.  
 
Universal Variations: Vocabulary Expansion, Paper Outline, Character Trait Analysis, Word Association, Definition Explication, Cause 
and Effect Analysis, Characteristic Analysis, Factual Identification, Data Organization, Number Association, Abstract Idea Explication 
When do I use the Semantic Mapping strategy?  
Before the Lesson: Brainstorm Web, Vocabulary/Concept Preview, Pre-reading strategy  
During the Lesson: Explication of complex vocabulary/concept/etc.  
After the Lesson: Review Guide, Comprehensive Assessment, Information Evaluation, Outline   
 
*While you can use the Semantic Mapping strategy before and during a lesson, it is highly effective when used after a lesson. After having read the 
information, students use Semantic Maps to evaluate, reorganize, and outline the same information distinctively. Moreover, these Semantic Maps can 
later be used as study guides upon reviewing the material.   
Where can I find more information on Semantic Mapping and strategies alike? 
Vacca Chapter 10, page 324-335 (334-335) 
Burke Section 20, page 60; Section 85, page 268; Section 95, page 308; Appendix 18, page A-22 
Wormeli Chapter 3, page 46-56 
 
http://www.text2mindmap.com/ 
  
 
Name:__________________________________________________ Date: ______________________________________ 
SEMANTIC MAP: Augustana Symposium Day  
DIRECTIONS: After reading the assigned article, create a Semantic Map of the information you learned below. Your Core 
Concept is “Augustana Symposium Day.” Determine at least three Strands from the key elements of the article, and then 
verify each strand with at least two Supports. Your Semantic Map as a whole should reflect the information in the article, and serve as a 
summary for future reference.   
Augustana 
Symposium 
Day  
 
 What is it?  
Share one, get one – This is a processing strategy. It works well to help 
students, recall, chunk, summarize, share, and ultimately remember key 
concepts and ideas that they may have received during a content heavy 
presentation such as a lecture. 
 
How do you use it? 
Before 
 Present important concepts relevant to your content and objectives.   
 Ask students to get out a sheet of note book paper and create a 
matrix/table with four, six, nine, or twelve squares. 
During  
 Prompt students to remember three different concepts, facts, skill, or 
ideas they recall from the presentation. 
 Ask students to record these three ideas in three of the boxes in the 
matrix/ table they created.  
 Direct students to get out of their seats and ask classmate to fill in 
the remaining six boxes in their matrix/table. The ideas recorded in 
these boxes should all be different than the students own ideas.  
 Motivate the students as they enact the activity.  
After 
 Consider asking the students to write a short coherent summary 
incorporating the ideas they just reviewed and recorded in their 
matrix/table. 
Why use it? 
This activity helps student remember and retain key ideas that may 
have otherwise faded from their short term memory. This activity helps 
students recall, identify, and unite key concepts so they can inscribe these 
key ideas into their long term memories. When students communicate and 
collaborate with on another their act of comparing and contrasting their 
understanding will aid their comprehension. This activity will also help the 
teacher informally assess students comprehension of the material. 
  
 
Source 
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Imporve  
Student Learning. ASCD, 2004. 
  
Teacher Side 
Share One, Get One 
   
 
Name______________________________   Period___________Date_______________________ 
Terence J. Enders 
   
 
 
   
   
   
Directions: In any of the three squares below record three different 
ideas, concepts, or skills that you remember from the presentation. 
After, writing these three ideas in three of the boxes get out of your 
seat and ask your classmates for different ideas to put in the reaming 
six boxes.  Move around the room completing all nine squares. Once 
you are finished return to your seat. 
Share One, Get One table/matrix 
Your Key 
Idea! 
Classmates 
Key Idea! 
Your Key 
Idea! 
Classmates 
Key Idea! 
Classmates 
Key Idea! 
Classmates 
Key Idea! 
Classmates 
Key Idea! 
Your Key 
Idea! 
Classmates 
Key Idea! 
   Share One, Get One!                 Taelar Hillyer 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   Spice It Up! 
               Instead of having students just list  
                Ideas and pictures, design a grid  
                to have them record their ideas  
                                 in the boxes!z 
What is This? 
“Share One, Get One” is a literacy 
strategy that involves the interaction 
of students exchanging their ideas 
they have generated from a teacher 
assigned prompt. 
How Do I Do This? 
 Designate a prompt (such as 
a topic or open-ended 
statement) for students. Or 
identify it is over a prior 
reading. 
 Give students time to think 
and come up with their own 
ideas about the prompt.  
 Have them record around 1-
3 ideas, sentences, words, 
or pictures they associate 
with the prompt. 
 Give students time to 
collaborate and share their 
ideas with their classmates. 
 Limit the students to sharing 
one idea per classmate 
 Once time is up students 
will have shared ideas and 
gotten ideas!   
Why? 
“Share One, Get One” is a great way 
to benefit your students! 
- Get them thinking! 
- Allow them to generate and create 
their own ideas while still reading 
text 
- They can participate in the way that 
is best for them: images or words 
- Work on their communication skills 
with other class mates 
- Shows them the benefits of listening 
to the ideas of others 
-Can personally connect them to the 
class material 
When? 
This is a great BEFORE activity! It 
helps students tap into their prior 
knowledge before beginning a new 
concept. It allows them to generate 
new ideas based on other lessons or 
courses and apply it to the upcoming 
lesson. It primes them for what they 
are about to read. It can also be done 
AFTER as a way to quickly review. 
Source:  
Perez, Kathy. More Than 100 Brain-Friendly Tools and 
Strategies for Literacy Instruction. N.p.: Corwin, 2008. 
Print. 
Name_______________________ Period_________ Date________________ 
 
The Toucan : Share One, Get One! 
 
      Directions: Read the poem The Toucan by Shel Silverstein.  
       After reading the poem complete the top three boxes with  
       different words, phrases or images that come to mind. Once  
       completed, share your ideas with different classmates and  
       record some of their ideas in the remaining boxes!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
The Toucan 
Shel Silverstein 
 
Tell me who can 
Catch a toucan? 
Lou can. 
 
Just how few can 
Ride the toucan? 
Two can. 
 
What kind of goo can 
Stick you to the toucan? 
Glue can. 
 
Who can write some 
More about the toucan? 
You can! 
  Alex Mayszak 
Summarization Pyramids  
What: The Summarization Pyramid strategy is versatile and a unique way to have students paraphrase 
and summarize information. The pyramid itself consists of eight lines, differing in size to create the 
pyramid shape. The strategy focuses on the idea of summarization, which allows for students to focus on 
writing the information that is most crucial to answer the question. By being able to summarize what one 
has read, the reader can better understand and comprehend the information.  
 
How: As mentioned above, most standard summarization pyramids contain eight lines of varying length 
and size to create the pyramid shape. Each line corresponds to a specific question or phrase that is meant 
to elicit student response. This response can be either one word or short answer. The answer length should 
in some way correspond with the length of the line on the pyramid. If one answer is very long, students 
may need to use multiple lines on the pyramid. Prompts may include but are not limited to:  
 A synonym for a topic 
 An analogy between the topic and a sport 
 Arguments for the topic 
 People who use the topic 
 What the topic may be like in 25 years 
 Reasons why we study the topic 
 
Why: “The purpose of this check for understanding is to show a student’s individual understanding, 
connections, and summarization of a concept. This check for understanding should be used after students 
have had an opportunity to learn important content concepts” (www.gips.org). The summarization 
pyramid allows for students to interact with the text/content differently, looking at specific elements of 
content for each layer of the pyramid. Students also need to work on summarizing rather than copying 
information word for word from a text. This enhances student understanding of the concepts and content.  
When: This strategy should be used while reading or after reading to focus student attention on important 
content and monitor student understanding. This is most effectively used while reading because students 
can reference the pyramid and summarize what he/she has read based on the prompted questions. The 
same can be done after reading to assess comprehension of the content. Using this strategy during and 
after reading will also encourage students to think differently about summarization prior to reading in the 
future.  
 
Variations: Summarization pyramids can be used in any and all content areas. The most significant 
variation would be in the written prompts. This must be catered to the specific subject.  
The pyramid itself may vary based on shape, size, etc. (Ex. Tree with roots)  
Science: Science prompts, Ex. Shape: clouds to talk about the water cycle. 
Math: Math prompts, Ex. Shape: pie chart or bar graph about graphing data. 
History: History prompts, Ex. Shape: a ziggurat when talking about Mesopotamia. 
English: English prompts, Ex. Shape: amphitheater like the Globe Theater. 
Spanish: Spanish prompts, Ex. Shape: different Spanish speaking nation with lines.  
 
Sources:   
Reading Reminders by Jim Burke (p.262-6) 
Content Area Reading by Richard & Jo Anne Vacca (p. 335-8) 
Summarization in Any Subject by Rick Wormeli (p. 155-7) 
http://esu4instructionalstrategies.wikispaces.com/file/view/29_+Summarization+Pyramids.pdf  
http://www.gips.org/assets/files/Learning/CheckingForUnderstanding/Summarization%20Pyramid.pdf 
http://sestrategies.wikispaces.com/file/view/3-1+Summarization+Pyramid.pdf  
http://www.ascd.org/publications/books/104014/chapters/The-Case-for-Summarization.aspx  
        Name: ______________________________ 
 
Summarization Pyramid: The Sixties 
Directions: Using the American Anthem text, read and study Chapter 30, Section 3: Culture and 
Counterculture (p. 1002-7). Use your new knowledge of the subject to complete the summarization 
pyramid. Each numbered question corresponds with the next line on the pyramid. Make sure to 
summarize information, including the most important information for each prompt and write it in your 
own words.  
 
 
1._________________ 
 
2.________________________ 
 
 
3.___________________________________ 
 
 
4._______________________________________________ 
 
 
5.________________________________________________________ 
 
 
6._______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
7._______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
8.___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
1. Name a term that is synonymous with the counterculture movement.   
 
2. What is counterculture? Define the term. 
 
3. Name two important people/groups associated with the counterculture movement.  
 
4. Summarize the “Rising Student Activism” section. 
 
5. Summarize the “Life in the Counterculture” section. 
 
6. What is one question you still have about the counterculture movement? 
 
7. How did mainstream society react to the hippies? 
 
8. Insight gained from this topic: How is counterculture still prevalent in today’s society? 
 
Megan Vandersee 
 
  Summarization Pyramid 
 
What is this strategy? 
 The summarization pyramid is a literacy technique that helps students to 
effectively summarize a passage by responding to particular prompts 
 Gives “summary” a structured format that will  benefit those students who are just 
learning the skill 
 Many variations can be used including other shapes, such as:
o Trees 
o Circle 
o Any other shape that relates to the 
content or topic being discussed 
   
How can I use this strategy in my own classroom? 
 Differentiate within the classroom by assigning different questions to different 
groups of students based on ability level 
 Create pyramid by adding questions that are relevant to the story, topic, or ideas 
that the students should walk away understanding 
 Brainstorm ideas for writing a paper, short story, or poem 
 Review topics that will be seen on an upcoming exam 
 Introduce a topic or major concept  
 “Jigsaw” and give different groups different topics to consider 
 
 
 
Why should I use this strategy? 
 Meets many different learning styles and preferences within the classroom 
 Can be adapted to a kinesthetic, visual, verbal, or almost any learning style 
 Asks students to use higher-order thinking skills when answering the prompts 
instead of just asking knowledge or comprehension level questions after reading 
 Able to easily change the questions/types of responses based upon the level of the 
students and the content being discussed 
 You can adapt this idea to every content area and nearly any learning objective! 
 
When should I use this strategy? 
 After Reading   
o Focus on important aspects of the reading from different angles 
o Check student understanding without asking routine knowledge questions 
o Summarize a passage without requiring a complete written response 
 
Sources: 
“Student Engagement Strategies: Summarization Strategies”. http://sestrategies.wikispaces.com. Web. 
Accessed: October 19, 2012. 
Wormeli, Rick. Summarization in Any Subject: 50 Techniques to Improve Student Learning. Alexandria: 
ASCD, 2005. Print.  
Name _____________________________ Period_________ Date_________________ 
Types of Matter – Chapter 10 
 
Directions:  
Fill in the pyramid using the questions/statements located under each line.  Use your 
textbook to help you compile this outline that is based upon Chapter 10, Section 2. When 
you are done, compare your pyramid to the pyramid of a partner. Note some of the 
similarities and differences and be prepared to discuss your results with the class.  
   
 
_______Solid________ 
Topic 
 
_________________________ 
Synonym for the topic. 
 
_____________________________ 
Three words that best describe the topic. 
 
___________________________________ 
Characteristics of the topic. 
 
______________________________________ 
Five examples of the topic. 
 
_________________________________________ 
What did I find most interesting about this topic?  
 
____________________________________________ 
Why is this topic important to us as scientists? 
 
________________________________________________ 
A question I still have about this topic.  
 
 
Sandra Rohrmeier 
 
 
(Metaphor = everything that expresses something of one domain in another domain) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
  
How: 
- Many different 
variations, not one 
single way! 
- Examples: comparing 
photographs, Who are 
you?, graphic 
organizers, 
interpreting patterns, 
graphic portrayals 
(comics etc.)  
- Different grouping 
strategies possible  
- Variations: mix and 
match depending on 
text, mutate format, 
have students choose 
 
 
When: 
- Before: e.g. as mind 
maps for 
brainstorming 
- During: to clarify 
parts of the text 
- After: to revise, 
process, organize, 
discuss... the text 
- In all content areas 
and in all grades 
 
What: 
-All kinds of visuals 
helping students process 
new information 
- Examples: numbers, 
words, pictures of 
persons, drawings of 
molecules etc. 
 
Why: 
- To convey information, 
symbolize meaning and 
help perceive knowledge 
- To develop the ability to 
synthesize, evaluate and 
communicate 
information, and to learn 
from others' insights 
- To provide multiple 
sources of information 
and help recognize 
parallels, cause-effect 
relationships, and 
differences in data and 
patterns 
- To clarify topics, reveal 
unrecognized aspects 
and process the topic for 
long-term memory 
 
Visual Metaphors 
(Wormelli 77-96) 
Sources: 
- Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmourth, NH.: 
 Boynton/Cook, 2000. 
- Vacca, Richard T. and Jo Anne L. Vacca. Content Area Reading: Literacy and learning across 
 the curriculum. 10
th
 Edition. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2011. 
-Wormeli, Rick. Metaphors and Analogies: Powertools for Teaching Any Subject.Portland: Stenhouse Publishers, 
 2009. 77-96.Print. 
- Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook. 2000. Print. 
- http://healthland.time.com/2012/10/04/happy-oktoberfest-tapping-into-the-health-benefits-of-beer/ 
- http://www.realclassroomideas.com/65.html 
- http://www.educationoasis.com/curriculum/GO/character_story.htm 
- http://www.eduplace.com/graphicorganizer/ 
 
 
 
Name:_____________________________ Period:_________________________ Date:____________ 
Character Trait Analysis on the text 
 “Happy Oktoberfest! Tapping into the Health Benefits of Beer” 
Directions: 
Read the text “Happy Oktoberfest! Tapping into the Health Benefits of Beer” and use the graphic 
organizer to list the advantages of beer consumption. Give evidence for each advantage from the article.  
 
 
Trait #3: 
Trait #4: 
Evidence for Trait #5: 
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________ 
Trait #5: 
Trait #1: 
 
Advantages 
of  
beer 
Evidence for Trait #4: 
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________ 
Evidence for Trait #3: 
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________ 
Evidence for Trait #2: 
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________ 
Trait #2: 
Evidence for Trait #1: 
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________
_______________________ 
Happy Oktoberfest! Tapping into the Health Benefits of Beer 
By Olivia B. Waxman | October 4, 2012  
Wish you could be at Oktoberfest? Even if you can’t make it to the epic annual beer bash in Munich, 
Germany, that doesn’t mean you can’t celebrate your favorite ale — or benefit your health in the 
process.           
As many studies have suggested, moderate alcohol consumption (one drink a day for women, and two 
for men) may be good for you: drinkers (even heavy drinkers) tend to live longer than nondrinkers, and 
the occasional drink has been associated with better heart health and lower stroke risk and may even 
boost bone density in women.          On the other hand, consuming 
too much alcohol is no health boon: for one thing, booze is highly caloric —  just one 12-oz. bottle of 
Sam Adams Octoberfest beer contains 187 calories — so overdoing it can easily lead to unwanted 
weight gain. Heavy drinking is also linked with a higher risk of heart problems, and even moderate 
consumption — more than three drinks a week — may increase the risk of breast cancer in women. 
   
So while we’re not suggesting you go out on a binge to celebrate Oktoberfest, indulging in a beer or 
two a day this week in solidarity with the boozehounds in Germany may not be so bad for you. Here 
are some of the reasons why: 
Bone health: Beer is a rich source of silicon, which increases bone density, and may help fight 
osteoporosis, according to a February 2010 study published in the Journal of the Science of Food and 
Agriculture. “Beers containing high levels of malted barley and hops are richest in silicon,” said the 
study’s lead author Dr. Charles Bamforth in a statement. A July 2012 study published by Oregon State 
University researchers also affirmed that moderate drinking may be especially beneficial for bone 
health in postmenopausal women. 
Iron: Dark beers contain more iron than light beers, according to a study conducted by researchers at 
the University of Valladolid in Spain. Iron is an essential part of a healthy diet because it helps 
distribute oxygen throughout the body. 
Cardiovascular health: Moderate drinking is associated with a 25% to 45% lower risk of heart 
disease, heart attack and heart-related death. Numerous studies have shown that moderate alcohol 
consumption boosts levels of “good” cholesterol, which is known to help prevent cardiovascular 
disease. It’s also linked with a lower risk of stroke. 
Brain health: Moderate drinkers are 23% less likely to develop memory problems, Alzheimer’s 
disease or other types of dementia, according to a review of previous research by researchers at Rush 
University Medical Center in Chicago. Researchers posit that alcohol may have anti-inflammatory 
properties (inflammation is thought to play a role in Alzheimer’s disease, along with other conditions 
like heart disease and stroke), or that it may improve blood flow in the brain, thus boosting brain 
metabolism. Another theory is that small amounts of alcohol can make brain cells more fit by slightly 
stressing them; that makes them better able to handle the greater stress that can cause dementia. 
Better hair and skin: Yep, you read that correctly. Beer can help imbue your hair with more shine and 
volume. Marta Wohrle, co-founder of the beauty products review site Truth in Aging, says that 
German Oktoberfest beers are healthy for your hair because they boast fewer chemicals and more 
wheat proteins than the major commercial brands, as well as a neutral flavor and smell. “German beers 
use a little more hops, and hops has a lot of the proteins in it that give you healthy hair,” she told 
Healthland in a phone interview. (…) 
   
  VISUAL METAPHORS 
 
What is this strategy? 
 The visual metaphor strategy is a “verbal drawing technique” that allows  a 
teacher or student a way to represent a particularly confusing or difficult topic 
 Gives us the ability to portray human or “living” characteristics on an otherwise 
inanimate topic or idea 
 Includes a wide range of literacy techniques we have already discussed, including: 
o Symbols o Patterns o Structures 
o Any visual cue or signal that evokes a connection to the topic  
 
Why should I use this strategy? 
 Allows for student creativity as they approach a topic from a different angle and  
work to create their own connections to personal experiences 
 You can adapt this idea to every content area and nearly any learning objective! 
 
How can I use this strategy in my own classroom? 
 Teachers can create their own metaphors. 
 Allow students to create their own metaphors (and even present them!) 
o Individually o In small groups o As an entire class 
 There are a lot of different options – some of which we have already discussed! 
o Rebus Puzzles 
o Comparing Photographs 
o Graphic Organizers 
o Charts/Graphs 
o Timelines 
o Cartoons and Comics 
o Interpreting Patterns (on a graph, in a series of pictures) 
 
When should I use this strategy? 
 Before   
o activate prior knowledge 
o allow students to collect their thoughts in one central diagram 
o introduce a new topic in a stimulating way 
o  introduce content specific symbols, diagrams, or concepts 
 During  
o show the flow of student thinking as they are reading 
o use diagrams and other pictures to clarify concepts as they are introduced 
 After   
o use diagrams to summarize the material covered 
o allow students to synthesize their own metaphors based on new material 
 
Source: 
Wormeli, Rick. Metaphors and Analogies: Power tools for Teaching Any Subject. Portland: Stenhouse, 
2009. Print.  
Name _____________________________ Period_________ Date_________________ 
Percentage 
Directions:  
We are going to be discussing the concept of mass percent in correlation with the 
stoichiometry problems we have been working on over the last week. To begin, we are 
going to take a look at this problem together.  
 
Step 1:  
Calculate the percentage of the box composed of red sections, blue sections, black 
sections, and white sections. 
    
    
    
    
 
 
 
Step 2:  
Answer the following 3 questions based upon a different scenario: A box is composed of 
60 sections. It was determined that 15 % of the large box was blue, 60 % was red, and 25 
% was white. 
            a.)  How many sections were blue? 
            b.)  How many sections were red? 
            c.)  How many sections were white? 
Valerie Bach 
Vocabulary Square 
What is this strategy? 
 A quick, yet in-depth, method of helping students learn new vocabulary 
 
How to do this strategy? 
 Students are given or make a Vocabulary Square. The new word is placed in 
the middle. The student fills in the necessary boxes for the given vocabulary 
word on their own, with the class, as they read or as a review. Other boxes 
include: root/part of speech, definition, different possible words that stem 
from the root/prefix and picture 
 
Why is this strategy important? 
 Vocabulary Squares help students understand what they are reading by 
helping them know the words in the text 
 It is particularly useful for those students who are visual learners, as the 
method includes drawing a picture of the word 
 
When should this strategy be used? 
 Before:  
Grabs students interest before starting the new lesson-preview of 
what is to come 
Activates prior knowledge 
Make predictions 
 During: 
Provides a structured way of taking notes 
Allows students to make connections throughout the reading/lesson 
Makes vocabulary more relatable to student 
 After: 
Great study tool for students to use 
Allows students to expand and learn vocabulary  
 
Tips:  
 Vocabulary Squares can be used as flash cards, a test review, a preview for an 
upcoming text, or an assessment. Do not try and teach more than five words 
during one lesson/unit. Research has shown that students get overwhelmed 
with too many words. True retention comes with in-depth knowledge of 
fewer words. Less is more  
 
Sources: 
Burke, Jim. “Expand Vocabulary.” Reading Reminders. Boynton Cook Publishers, 2011. 267-270. Print. 
http://unionmiddle.canyonsdistrict.org/Teach%20Policy%20Manual/LIteracy%20Strategies/Vocabulary_Squa
res.pdf 
http://www.ehow.com/how_12043365_four-square-method-vocabulary.html 
Name _______________________________  Date _________________   Period ___________ 
 
Vocabulary Square  
 
Directions: While singing and listening to the recording of “Draw Me a Bucket of 
Water,” you hear a subito tempo change between the two sections of the song. 
What does subito mean? Place the word “subito” in the center square and continue 
working through the vocabulary square.  
Working through the Vocabulary Square: The Root/Part of Speech 
square uses the word in a sentence. Variation on the Word uses synonyms or 
similar sounding words with the same meaning. Draw a picture in the 
Pictures/Logo section to help remember what the new word means. The 
Definition square contains the meaning of the new vocabulary word. 
Root/Part of Speech Variation on the Word 
Picture/Logo Definition 
  Alex Mayszak 
Vocabulary Squares 
 
What: The vocabulary squares strategy can be used to promote active use and study of vocabulary words 
from a unit, chapter, or lesson. The squares are a valuable tool to help introduce necessary vocabulary 
words and teach students strategies to use in the future. Having simply a dictionary definition is not 
necessarily helpful.  
 Teach the words that are most useful now and in the future. 
 Teach words they need before reading; review them after reading; reinforce them when they come 
up in other readings. 
 Teach word structure and its relationship to the word’s meaning. 
 Examine word relationships: synonym, antonym, etc. 
 Examine the word in context. 
 Help students activate prior knowledge when learning new words.  
 (Reading Reminders, 268) 
 
How: After dividing a square into four sections, put the prefix or root in one box. In another, write down 
its definition; in a third write different possible words that stem from this root/prefix; and in the fourth 
draw a picture that will call it to mind (Burke 268). The four categories may also very, based on teacher 
adaptation to include: a definition, an image, synonyms for the word, and an original sentence. Students 
will fill in each of these squares. This can be done alone but then shared with a partner to verify for 
comprehension and help foster collaborative learning.  
 
Why: This strategy should be used for students to look at vocabulary in a more comprehensive and 
creative way. Students need to evaluate different elements of the word in order to create a better overall 
understanding. It also accommodates to multiple learning styles, including a picture for visual learners, 
and a creative peace by making a new sentence incorporating the word. According to Vacca & Vacca, a 
skilled reader activates vocabulary knowledge.  
 
When: This strategy should be used when introducing necessary vocabulary terms. It can be used before, 
during, and after reading. Before reading, students can fill out the vocab square to the best of their ability. 
During reading, students can fill out the elements of the square upon seeing each word. It can also be used 
after reading, as students think back to the vocabulary they read about in the text. This strategy helps with 
comprehension, application of information, and creatively thinking about each word in a different way.  
 
Variations: The contents of the square can vary based on what each teacher is looking for. Easily 
adaptable for any content area:  
Science: Science terms, people, etc. 
Math: terms, equations, etc. 
History: History terms, people, events, etc. 
English: English terms, people, books, etc. 
Spanish: People, places, events, objects, etc.  
 
Sources:   
Reading Reminders by Jim Burke (p.267-9, A-29) 
Content Area Reading by Richard & Jo Anne Vacca 
http://www.englishcompanion.com/pdfDocs/vocabsquares.pdf 
http://www.missionliteracy.com/page79/page87/assets/Vocabulary%20Squares.pdf 
http://jerrimattingly.blogspot.com/2010/05/startegy-10-vocabulary-square.html 
http://www.olemiss.edu/celi/download/vocabulary/StrategiesVocabulary-080808.pdf  
        Name: ______________________________ 
 
Vocabulary Squares: The Civil Rights Movement 
Directions: After reading the text, use these vocabulary squares to build a better understanding of the 
terms and concepts listed in the boxes below. Concepts may vary from ideas/concepts, people, or events. 
For each term you will fill out four corresponding boxes in order to formulate this comprehensive 
understanding of the term.  
 
Who is this person? Why is she important? 
 
 
 
 
 
Original sentence using the term 
Image 
 
 
 
 
 
Related events, people, etc.  
 
Definition 
 
 
 
 
 
Original sentence using the term 
Image 
 
 
 
 
 
Related events, people, etc. 
 
Definition 
 
 
 
 
 
Original sentence using the term 
Image 
 
 
 
 
 
Related events, people, etc. 
 
 
Rosa Parks 
De Facto Segregation 
De Jure Segregation 
Sara Armstrong 
 
Webquest 
 
 What is this strategy? 
 A lesson that can be found online. It can be easily incorporated into your 
 classroom lesson plans.  
 Webquests are a way to engage students by using the internet to help fuel their 
 learning.  
 This strategy can be used before, during, or after reading a specific text. Students 
 can use their text to verify their online findings. 
 
 Why is this strategy important? 
 The internet can be used to encourage students learn how to research successfully. 
     Appeals to different types of learners and allows for differentation.  
     Many effective lessons are already made and available for use.  
     This strategy allows for students to also work with technology which will benefit 
 them for later classes. They learn how to effectively navigate through the internet.  
     Provides easier access for students to complete their homework since most 
 students have internet connections at home. 
 
 When should this strategy be used? 
  Before reading: 
   Can grab a students interest before starting a new lesson.  
   Activates prior knowledge. 
   Challenges students to work independently without reading a text first. 
  During reading: 
   Provides students with a real-world example of what they're studying. 
   Requires students to develop research skills.  
 After reading: 
   Solidifies what students have just learned.  
   Allows students to view other sources besides their textbook.  
   Students can dive deeper into specific interests about what they have  
  learned.  
 
 How to do this strategy? 
 
http://www.webquest.org/index.php – This site provides an overview of how to use wequests 
and different webquests that are premade and available to immediate use.  
 
http://webquest.sdsu.edu/WEBQUESTWEBQUEST-HS.HTML – A brief overview of how 
webquests work.  
 
Questgarden.com – Another wonderful website with a lot of information.  

   WebQuests  
 
What Is A 
WebQuest? 
A WebQuest is a commonly used 
literary strategy that started becoming 
used around 1995. Students use 
teacher created “quests” to explore 
different websites designated by the 
teacher to help them gain a broader 
knowledge of the content area while 
using important 21st century skills. 
How Do I Take My Students On 
A WebQuest? 
- WebQuests can either be borrowed from resource sites 
or created.  
-When using a created WebQuest, teachers will 
generally put students into groups of three with 
designated roles as to what they should be contributing 
to the group during the quest (there are many role 
variations, ultimately the teacher can decide their 
preference). 
-The group will have a corresponding handout/quiz to 
complete during their quest from link to link.  
-On some quests, after completion, students will come 
to a conclusion about the quest dealing with an idea 
highlighted by the teacher before the quest. 
Created WebQuests:  
http://www.internet4classr
ooms.com/why_webquest.
htm 
http://english.clas.asu.edu/
enged-webquests 
http://www.sd104.s-
cook.k12.il.us/pkyros/civilw
ar.htm 
http://www.glencoe.com/s
ec/math/algebra/algebra1/
algebra1_05/webquest/ind
ex.php4/na/unit1 
About WebQuests:  
http://webquest.sdsu.edu/
WEBQUESTWEBQUEST-
HS.HTML 
http://www.internet4classr
ooms.com/why_webquest.
htm 
http://www.thinkquest.org
/en/ 
http://warrensburg.k12.mo
.us/webquest/teacher_que
st/index.htm 
Why WebQuests? 
WebQuests are a great way for students 
to learn while incorporating technology. A 
WebQuest is a way to develop a student’s 
“21st century skills” involving the usage of 
online technology and resources, 
communication, and critical thinking. This 
tool helps students to dig deeper in a 
designated content area and look through 
online supplementary materials. 
WebQuests help develop cooperative 
learning between the students and 
develop their ability to work as members 
of a team.  They also teach students some 
time management skills because these 
quests must be finished within a class 
period. WebQuests also engage learners 
in higher levels of thinking, while actually 
touching on all levels of Bloom’s 
Taxonomy. WebQuests are also great for 
including all types of students! 
When Do I Quest? 
A WebQuest can be a before, during, or after strategy 
depending on how you set up your quest! 
Before: Students can be sent on a quest to learn some 
background knowledge before diving into a new unit 
During: Students can go on a quest when already 
working on a unit to learn about more supplementary 
materials and also gain more in-depth information 
about a topic 
After: A quest can be used as a debriefing or review of 
subject matter already covered 
Should I Use This Quest? 
When trying to find a WebQuest, remember not all of them are reliable, or even working! Teachers also 
need to make sure questions are clear and the quest is easy to follow. There are also online rubrics 
teachers can use to determine a WebQuest’s usability.  
Taelar Hillyer 
Name_______________________ Period____________ Date__________ 
Edgar Allen Poe: The Father of Horror WebQuest 
Directions: As a group, go to website http://www.mhrd.k12.nj.us/mk/English/ 
morris%20knolls%20homepage/Collinsworth/american%20literature/poe/Main%20Poe.htm. Once 
at the site, follow the directions under each heading displayed on the page. Make sure you go in order.  Fill in 
important information for the assignment in the space provided as you reach that section of the quest. After 
the quest you and your group will create a playbill as specified below as well as presenting your selection to 
the class. 
 
Introduction  
Everyone loves a horror story. Stephen King, the master of 20th century horror has over forty 
novels and numerous box office hits. From his first novel and movie hit Carrie in 1974 to his latest 
movie hit The Green Mile, Stephen King is often compared to the 18th century weaver of horror 
tales, Edgar Allan Poe. Poe's troubling life shaped his stories of hauntings and death.  
Assignment  
create a program/ playbill that includes:  
-  graphics to illustrate the theme of the work  
- a timeline of major events in Poe's life biography  
- a short biography of events that affected his life and works  
-  a cast/character list  
-  a breakdown of your literary work's plot in acts and scenes  
You will present your literary selection using your choice of video, PowerPoint, or live dramatization.  
 
The Process: 
Our Work: (circle one) 
Tell Tale Heart     Pit and the Pendulum     The Raven      Murders in the Rue Morgue    Premature Burial  
Poe Museum: ________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
My Work/Glossary Terms: _______________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Presentation Tips: _________________________________________________________________________________ 
Sources: 
Barton, Mary Lee. Teaching Reading in Mathematics. ASCD, 2002. 130-131. 
http://ohiorc.org/orc_documents/ORC/Adlit/InPerspective/2009-02/in_perspective_2009-02.pdf 
http://www.meade.k12.sd.us/PASS/Pass%20Adobe%20Files/November%201,%202006%20meeting/RouletteProblem
SolvingPacket.pdf 
 
Sandra Rohrmeier 
Word Problem Roulette 
 
WHAT: 
The Word Problem Roulette is a literacy strategy for mathematics that has students discuss and write 
about the content of word problems. 
 
WHY: 
The Word Problem Roulette involves students in group problem-solving activities and gives them a 
chance to collaborate on finding the solution. They have to communicate their thoughts to each other 
and benefit from hearing other students’ thinking. They try different ideas and have to find an 
agreement. Students also communicate to others how they have come to a solution. They not only 
present it orally but also have to write it down.  
 
WHEN: 
The Word Problem Roulette is an after reading strategy since students try to solve the problem given to 
them in the text. 
 
HOW: 
1. Divide the class into collaborative groups and provide each with a word problem. 
 
2. Explain to the students that they are to solve this problem by discussing it. No writing or drawing may 
be done at any time during this step. 
 
3. After the group has discussed the problem and agreed on how to solve it, each member takes a turn 
writing a step to the solution in words rather than using mathematical symbols and numbers. 
 
4. Each group member writes one sentence to explain a step in the solution and then passes the solution 
sheet to the next group member to add his/her statement on the next step of the solution. The student 
writing the step may ask for help from the other group members on how to word the sentence. 
 
5. After the groups have finished writing down all the steps, have the groups exchange their solution 
sheet with another group. 
 
6. Choose a reader and a writer for the group and the rest of the group are the problem solvers. The 
group must solve the problem using mathematical symbols to represent each of the steps in the order 
they are listed on the solution sheet and read aloud. 
 
Variation: A writer from each group could record the mathematical version of the solution on the board 
to see the variety of ways the problem was solved. 
 
 
Name:_____________________________ Period:_________________________ Date:____________ 
Word Problem Roulette  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Student Name: Solution Step Sentence: 
1. Step 1: 
2. Step 2: 
 
3. Step 3: 
4. Step 4: 
5. Step 5: 
6. Step 6: 
7. Step 7: 
If you need additional space, please use the back of this paper! 
Isaac Trostle 
Word Problem Roulette 
 
 
What is this strategy? 
 This strategy is a way of teaching students to vocalize their 
thoughts.  
 It allows students to learn, understand and use mathematical 
terminology.  
 It gives students the chance to collaborate with their fellow 
peers and see different perspectives on how to solve a problem. 
How do you do this strategy? 
 Divide students into groups of 2-4. Give each group a different 
word problem. 
 Explain to the class that they are to not write anything at this 
point. Everything must be verbalized with the group. Students are 
to talk about the problem and figure out how to solve it. 
 Once students determine how to solve the problem, students 
should take turns writing down the steps. Each group member must 
write one sentence and then pass the answer sheet to the next 
student. 
 Once each group is finished have the students pick one member of 
their group to read the solution to the class and have another 
students write the symbolic representation on the board.  
Why do this strategy? 
 This strategy allows for students to learn how to solve 
mathematical problems without symbols.  
 Word problem roulette allows students to see how they think and 
how their peers think. 
 Teaches students the beginning stages of writing a proof. 
 This strategy gets students to learn their mathematical 
terminology. 
When should you use this strategy? 
 During 
 This strategy allows students to see how they think and 
how their peers think while working on a problem.   
Are there any variations?  
 Variations can be made in a few places: 
 The word problem - Same or different word problem 
 The rotation of the paper - Just in a circle or some other 
way 
 The way students present the solution to the class 
 
 
Sources: 
Barton, Mary Lee., and Clare Heidema. Teaching Reading in Mathematics: A Supplement to Teaching 
Reading in the Content Areas Teacher's Manual (2nd Ed.). Aurora, Co.: Mid-Continent Research 
for Education and Learning, 2002. 130-31. Print. 
 
Isaac Trostle 
Name________________________ 
Date_____________ Period______ 
 
Directions: Read the word problem and discuss with your group what you 
think the answer is. DO NOT WRITE ANYTHING DOWN! Once the group 
has decided on an answer and method for finding the answer write a group 
solution. Each person must write a step and then pass the paper to another 
group member. Continue this until you have reached the answer. Remember 
no symbols. If you want to say 2 you must spell out two.  
 
Mr. Hanson had a party for the 23 students in his class. He brought 5-dozen 
cookies. Every boy in the class ate 3 cookies, and every girl ate 2 cookies. All 
the cookies were eaten and Mr. Hanson ate none. How many boys and how 
many girls are in the class? 
 
Student Name Solution Step 
1. 
 
Step 1: 
2. 
 
Step 2: 
3. 
 
Step 3: 
4. 
 
Step 4: 
5. 
 
Step 5: 
6. 
 
Step 6: 
7. 
 
Step 7: 
8. 
 
Step 8: 
9. 
 
Step 9: 
10. 
 
Step 10: 
11. 
 
Step 11: 
12. 
 
Step 12: 
13. 
 
Step 13: 
14. 
 
Step 14: 
If you need more room, just the back side of this paper. 
Nick Welch- (Word Sort)      Teacher Side 
 
What: “Word sort is an activity that the 
teacher identifies keywords from the unit of 
study and invites the students to sort them into 
logical arrangements of two or more.” (Vacca 
252) They help students develop a deeper 
understanding of key concepts. Word sorts also 
can be used to develop the complex reasoning 
skills of classification and deduction. 
Two Types of word sort. 
Closed Sort: Teacher provides categories, then 
students put words into categories and create 
their own labels for each category.  
Open sort: Students group words into 
categories and create their own labels for each 
category. 
How: 
1. “List between 10 and 20 key vocabulary 
words from a reading selection on the 
chalkboard or on index cards. 
2. Divide the class into small groups of 4 
or 5 students. (Distribute the index 
cards if this method is used.) 
3. For a Closed Word Sort, provide 
students with the categories into which 
they will sort the vocabulary words. For 
an Open Word Sort, instruct the 
student teams to suggest categories for 
organizing the words. 
4. Allow 10 to 15 minutes for the student 
teams to assign the words to the 
appropriate categories. 
5. Conduct a class discussion with each 
group presenting their word list for one 
of the categories. Require the students 
to defend their sorting of terms by 
asking about the common features of 
the categories and how each specific 
word meets these criteria.”  
Why: The sorting process links 
students' prior knowledge to the basic 
vocabulary of a reading selection. Also, 
the sorting of words can serve as an 
engagement activity to evaluate what 
students already about the terms. 
When: As teachers you can use this strategy 
before during and after reading if you 
desired. I believe it is best used before and 
after. Before offers benefits because it 
allows you to test students prior knowledge 
and offers a literacy strategy to use for 
class. On the other hand, it could be used 
for after reading because then students will 
by then have a strong understanding of the 
vocabulary words chosen and would be 
more successful in grouping the words 
together. This would become an issue if a 
word sort was used before and students 
had no prior knowledge.  
Research: 
Barton, Mary Lee., and Deborah L. Jordan. Teaching 
Reading in Science: A Supplement to Teaching Reading 
in the Content Areas Teacher's Manual (2nd Ed.). 
Aurora, Co.: Mid-Continent Research for Education and 
Learning, 2001. Print. 
Vacca, Richard T., Jo Anne L. Vacca, and Maryann Mraz. 
Content Area Reading Literacy and Learning Across the 
Curriculum, Student Value Edition. Boston: Allyn & 
Bacon, 2011. Print. 
"Reading Educator." Reading Educator. Beacon Educator, 
n.d. Web. 30 Sept. 2012. 
<http://www.readingeducator.com/strategies/sort.htm
>. 
Sasson, Dorit. "Teaching Vocabulary." Teaching 
Vocabulary. Project Read, 21 July 2008. Web. 30 Sept. 
2012. <http://www.project-read.com/teaching-
vocabulary-2/>. 
 
Name:___________________     Period:_____    Date:_______________________ 
 
 
Vocabulary Word Sort 
 
Below is a list of vocabulary words that will be covered throughout the next chapter. 
There are 10 words that are all relative to government. It is up to you and the people at 
your table to group the 10 words into categories. There will be 3 categories that the words 
should be placed into. You will have to determine what these 3 categories are and what 
words should be placed in these categories. After you are successful in grouping these 
words together we will discuss our findings together as a class.  
 
 
 
Bicameral   Three-Fifths Compromise  Petition of Rights 
 
 
New Jersey Plan  Unicameral    English Bill of Rights 
 
 
Connecticut Compromise Virginia Plan    Magna Carta 
 
 
Commerce & Slave Trade Compromise 
 
 
  
  
     Word Splash                      Jamie Lawrence 
Rick Wormeli Summarization in Any Subject Pg. 188-190 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WHY? 
  Assess prior knowledge. 
 Provide motivation for the reading.  
 Set a clear purpose for reading and prepare 
students for what they are about to read.   
 Decipher vocabulary. 
 Allows students to revisit the words in a variety of 
different ways. 
 Hitting all different learning modalities: writing, 
reading, talking, and visual learners. 
 Allows students to transform ideas and make the 
concepts of the lessons their own which increases 
storing and retrieving information.  
WHAT? 
HOW do I use this strategy? Word Splash is a comprehension, summarization, 
and vocabulary strategy.  It consists of a collection 
of terms or concepts from a reading which are key 
concepts or vocabulary words that are important to 
the overall understanding of the lesson/reading.  
Words and terms are “splashed” on a page and 
students sort out these words in order to make 
meaning of them, make connections between the 
words, and to further explore and understand the 
topic at hand.  
First, identify the content you want your student to know and 
generate a list of key vocabulary words or concepts associated 
with the content.  From there… 
 Present the list to your students (see “presentation 
variation” box for different ways to give the list to 
students) 
 Ask students to put the words and phrases into logical 
order and ask them to share their thinking.  Why did they 
put the words in the order the chose? (Other variations 
provided in “variation” section) 
 Ask students to zero in on what it is you’re going to study 
and what they will be looking for as they read. 
 Pass out reading, conduct your lesson, and teach the 
material. 
 Ask students to go back to their word splash and replace 
the words in a logical order that will create a summary of 
the material they just learned.   
 For further use, you have the option to ask students to fill 
in around the terms with phrases and transitions so they 
create full sentence summaries of the material.  From 
there students can share their complete summaries with 
the class.  
WHEN do I use this 
strategy? 
Civil War 
Example:  History unit 
over the Civil War 
 Giving the students a list of words on a piece of paper 
and having the students sort them individually, in 
pairs, or in a group. 
 Handing out individual slips of paper with a word on 
each slip and the students arrange them in the order 
they choose on their desks. Can be done individually, 
with a partner, or in table groups. 
 Present a poster board with the terms and have the 
class write down their arrangement on their own 
paper. 
 Place magnets on the back of the words and then 
have students come arrange the words on the board 
in front of the class. 
 
Presentation Variation: 
- BEFORE reading: To prepare students for the reading 
and to assess prior knowledge.  
- DURING reading:  As students read they think about 
the terms and the particular word splash activity to 
focus in on the reading at hand and to adjust  
- AFTER reading:  In order to reflect on the reading and 
to better understand the concept/lesson being 
presented.  
Additional Sources: 
Source to create a cool word splash: http://www.wordle.net/ 
**English SOL Enhanced Scope and Sequence for READING, Virginia Department of 
Education 2004. 
Word Splash: A Teaching For Excellence Tool, Teaching For Excellence 2012 
Variations: 
What can your students do with these words? 
 Sort/organize the words. 
 Define the words. 
 Write a sentence that incorporates a particular 
word. 
 Write a paragraph using all of the words within the 
word sort.   
 Look at the words to predict what the unit/reading 
is going to cover.   
 
 
WHEN? 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
American Romanticism is a literary movement in which many major authors, stories, and literary concepts 
and characteristics arose from.  To help us throughout this unit look at the words presented below.  These 
are a few of the key concepts and authors associated with American Romanticism.  We will use this word 
splash throughout the unit so please hang on to this!  Using these terms, complete the following in the 
order listed.   
1.) Individually on your own sheet of paper, develop a working definition of each of the words.  What 
or who is it, major works written by the author, and how this term fits into the overall topic of 
American Romanticism? 
2.) Get together with your shoulder partner and share your definitions.  Add to and elaborate on your 
own definitions. 
3.) As a table group, come together and create a way to organize these terms.  What words go 
together and how would you arrange these words to make sense of them all? 
During the reading and the unit think about these terms.  You will revisit them later on at the end of the 
unit. 
Name __________________________________ 
Date ______________   Period _____ 
  
 
 
James Trainor 
 
Word Splash 
 
What is this strategy? 
Pre-reading strategy that allows students to use prior knowledge 
This strategy can be done before and during reading 
  
How is this strategy used? 
Students work together in pairs 
On the board, display words relevant to an upcoming reading. Explain that 
these words relate to the reading, and read the words out loud. 
Have the students make predictions on how the various words could be 
grouped together. 
Students should then share, first with another pair and then with the class as a 
whole, their groupings and justifications 
Have the students actually read the reading, noting how the words are actually 
related to each other. 
 
Why is this strategy important? 
Allows students to make predictions 
Students can use it to activate prior knowledge 
Helps students learn to justify their reasoning 
 
When do we use this strategy? 
Before Reading 
Students activate prior knowledge 
Make predictions 
Group vocabulary 
During Reading 
Students evaluate predictions 
 
Sources:  
http://www.coloradocast.org/userfiles/wordsplash%20variables.pdf 
http://teacherresourcecatalog.pwnet.org/docs/Reading%20Strategies%20for%20Content%20Teach
ers.pdf 
  
 
 
Name: _____________________________ Period: ______ Date: _____________  
 
Word Splash 
 
Directions: Using the following words from sections 3.1 and 3.2 in our textbooks, 
sort the words into groups based on how you think they relate to each other. Be 
prepared to justify your reasoning. After making the groupings, we will discuss 
these groupings as a class. Then you will read through sections 3.1 and 3.2, noting 
how your thinking has changed since reading the text. 
 
 
Word List: 
 
Parabola   Quadratic Function   Vertex 
 
 
Zeroes    Factored Form   Axis of Symmetry 
 
 
 Vertex Form    
 
ReVERBerate A.M. List 
Activate prior knowledge 
Active listening 
Agitate 
Anticipate 
Apply 
Appreciate 
Arouse curiosity 
Asking questions 
Believe 
Brainstorm 
Build connections 
Challenge 
Choose 
Chunk 
Collect  
Combine 
Communicate 
Compare 
Comprehend 
Concentrate 
Confirm 
Contrast 
Converse 
Critically evaluate 
Demonstrate 
Develop 
Discuss 
Distinguish 
Draw 
Elaborate 
Emphasize 
Encourage 
Engage 
Enhance 
Enumerate 
Establish purpose 
Evaluate 
Examine 
Explain 
Express 
Identify 
Improve 
Inspire 
Integrate 
Interact 
Internalize 
 
 
EInterpret 
Invite 
Lead 
Listen 
Measure 
Model 
Monitor 
Motivate 
Navigate 
Note 
Observe 
Organize 
Paraphrasing 
Participate 
Penalize 
Perceive meaning 
Perform 
Personalize teaching 
Practice 
Predict 
Process 
Produce (reading proficiencies) 
React 
Read aloud 
Reflect 
Repeat 
Report 
Retell 
Rethink curriculum and instruction 
Review research 
Search 
Set goals 
Solve 
Stay alert 
Strengthen 
Substitute 
Summarize 
Synthesize 
Teach  
Visualize 
Write 
 
 
 
 
 
ReVERBerate P.M. 
Achieve 
Activate 
Activate prior knowledge 
Administer 
Analyze 
Annotate 
Anticipate 
Appeal 
Apply 
Approach 
Assist 
Balance 
Believe 
Blend 
Brainstorm 
Captivate 
Choose 
Clarify 
Collaborate 
Combine 
Compare 
Comprehend 
Conclude 
Conference 
Confirm 
Connect 
Consider 
Contrast 
Contribute 
Converse 
Create 
Debrief 
Decode 
Define 
Describe 
Develop 
Discuss 
Display 
Distinguish 
Draw 
Eat 
Encourage 
Engage 
Enhance 
Ensnare 
Ensure 
Establish 
Evaluate 
Examine 
Exercise 
Expand 
Experience 
Explain 
Explore 
Express 
Facilitate 
Focus 
Gather 
Generalize 
Generate 
Help 
Identify 
Imagine 
Improve 
Instruct 
Integrate 
Interpret 
Intervene 
Introduce 
Invent 
Investigate 
Involve 
Journal 
Listen 
Measure 
Meet the needs 
Model 
Motivate 
Note 
Observe 
Obtain 
Organize 
Paraphrase 
Participate 
Personalize 
Physical presentation 
Plan 
Practice 
Predict 
Prepare 
Pre-read 
Present 
Process 
Prompt 
Provide 
Provide instructional support 
Provoke discussion 
Question 
Questioning  
React 
Read 
Read aloud 
Record 
Recycle 
Reflect 
Reflect 
Regroup 
Reinforce 
Report 
Represent 
Respond 
Retell 
Reveal 
Review 
Role play 
Scaffold 
Search  
Self-assess 
Self-evaluate 
Sequence 
Set goals 
Share 
Showcase 
Skim 
Solve 
Stimulate 
Structure 
Study 
Summarize 
Support 
Support relate 
Synthesize 
Teach 
Transition 
Understand 
View 
Visualize 
Visualize 
Wonder 
Write 
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